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Abstract

In this work, we explore transport layer protocol design for an optical flow-switched network. The

objective of the protocol design is to guarantee the reliable delivery of data files over an all-optical end-

to-end flow-switched network which is modeled as a burst-error channel. We observe that Transport

Control Protocol (TCP) is not best suited for Optical Flow-Switching (OFS). Specifically, flow control and

fair resource allocation through windowing in TCP are unnecessary in an OFS network. Moreover TCP

has poor throughput and delay performance at high transfer rates due to window flow control and

window closing with missing or dropped packets. In OFS, flows are scheduled and congestion control is

performed by a scheduling algorithm. Thus, we focus on defining a more efficient transport protocol

for optical flow-switched networks that is neither a modification of TCP nor derived from TCP.

The main contribution of this work is to optimize the throughput and delay performance of OFS

using file segmentation and reassembly, forward error-correction (FEC), and frame retransmission. We

analyze the throughput and delay performance of four example transport layer protocols: the Simple

Transport Protocol (STP), the Simple Transport Protocol with Interleaving (STPI), the Transport Protocol

with Framing (TPF) and the Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving (TPFI).

First, we show that a transport layer protocol without file segmentation and without

interleaving and FEC (STP) results in poor throughput and delay performance and is not well suited for

OFS. Instead, we found that interleaving across a large file (STPI) results in the best theoretical delay

performance, though the large code lengths and interleaver sizes in this scheme will be hard to

implement. Also, in the unlikely case that a file experiences an uncorrectable error, STPI requires extra

network resources equal to that of an entire transaction for file retransmission and adds to the delay of

the transaction significantly.
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For the above reason, we propose the segmentation of a file into large frames combined with

FEC, interleaving, and retransmission of erroneous frames (TPFI) as the protocol of choice for an OFS

network. In TPFI, interleaving combined with FEC and frame retransmission allows a file to be

segmented into large frames (>100 Mbits). In addition, TPFI also allows for fewer processing and file

segmentation and reassembly overhead compared with a transport layer protocol that does not

include interleaving and FEC (TPF).

Thesis Supervisor: Vincent W.S. Chan

Title: Joan and Irwin Jacobs Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

In this thesis, we consider flow-switched networks as an enabler for large file transfers with high data

rate optical fiber transmission. Optical flow switching (OFS) has promise in reducing cost and lower

energy consumption for large data file transmissions [1] [2]. Current forecasts of Internet data show an

exponential growth in traffic [3]. High data rate applications such as High-Definition (HD) video

streaming, 3-D imaging, cloud computing, and data center transmissions will result in increased data

rate demand per user. Internet video currently accounts for over one-third of all consumer Internet

traffic and 3-D and HD video is projected to account for 46 percent of consumer Internet video traffic

by 2014 [3] [4].

As the demand for large volume data transfer continues to grow in emerging commercial and

business applications, optical flow-switched networks can offer reduced cost per bit compared to

traditional packet and circuit-switched network architectures. However, the dynamic nature of flow-

switched networks introduces new challenges, such as transient power excursions resulting in burst

errors. In our work, we address the need to design and analyze a new transport layer protocol for flow-

switched networks. We show that traditional transport protocols suffer in both throughput and delay

performance in large delay-bandwidth product networks and bursty loss environments. The goal of our

transport layer design is to deal with random and "on-off" or burst-error channels for large file

transfers.

1.1 Traditional and Flow-Switched Architectures

As networks continue to scale with increasing data demands, legacy data networks face challenges to

increase throughput and at the same time reduce both cost and energy consumption. In Internet

Protocol (IP) packet-switched networks, users do not reserve network resources before data

transmission. Instead, users contend for network resources by sending packets into the network with

no prior coordination and use a transport layer protocol such as Transport Control Protocol (TCP) to

throttle the transmission rate. Advantages of the IP architecture include low management overhead
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associated with sharing network resources. However, large data files are segmented into many small

packets where packets are usually switched independently using electronic packet header processing

and switching across an electronic fabric at the router. This turns out to be throughput efficient but

not cost and energy efficient for large file transfer [5] [6].

Packet switching is an unscheduled service. Other examples of unscheduled architectures

include optical burst-switching and the ALOHA multiple access network [7]. In burst switching, large

transactions use random access to gain access to the network, resulting in low utilization and waste of

precious network resources due to collisions. In the event of many collisions, network resources will

spend a large fraction of time with retransmitted data. The pure form of OBS uses a random access

scheme similar to ALOHA which has the merit of being simple and requiring little coordination,

however, the significant amount of retransmissions increases energy consumption.

Scheduled flow architectures allow for high network utilization in exchange for more complex

scheduling overhead. In scheduled architectures, users transmit data according to a schedule that is

computed on-line. Users either take advantage of a scheduler or a path reservation mechanism to

allocate network resources. For each transaction, users have dedicated resources, and data is sent

through the same path in the network for a prearranged duration [8]. In traditional long duration (not

usually per-session) circuit-switched networks, however, reserved resources are wasted when users are

idle and do not have data to send. In circuit-switched and time-division multiple access (TDMA)

networks, network topology and path computation is a slow process. Therefore, once a connection is

reserved, the network topology changes on times scales of hours, days, months, and even years.

An OFS network is a per-transaction dynamically scheduled optical flow-switched network.

Similar to traditional circuit-switched networks, users reserve resources in the form of sessions in OFS.

Users begin and end data transmission according to the time allocated by a scheduler. Data paths are

established before data transmission and network resources are released once sessions terminate.

Sessions are not reoccurring; users must request a new session for each data transaction. OFS allows

for high network utilization in addition to data rate guarantees.

Optical flow switching has the promise to dramatically reducing the cost per bit compared with

packet architectures [2]. While the majority of this thesis focuses on developing the transport layer
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protocol for OFS, flow-switched architecture are not limited to the optical data plane. With further

research, flow-switching can be used over satellite and wireless communication channels to enable

high data rate transmission.

1.2 Shortcoming of Traditional Transport Protocols

The transport layer is an end user peer process. The objectives of a transport layer protocol are to

provide congestion control, bandwidth matching between transmitter and receiver, and the reliable

delivery of data. Currently, TCP is the dominant transport layer protocol in practice. TCP is most often

associated with the IP network architecture in the form of the TCP/IP protocol stack. Due to the

massive scale of the Internet, the bulk of transport layer protocol work has been to modify TCP.

However, the need for a disruptive change in transport protocols becomes apparent as data rates and

data volume per transaction continues to increase. Adopting incremental changes to TCP alone is

insufficient to combat the drastic performance degradation when using TCP in high delay-bandwidth

product networks.

Although TCP provides reliable delivery of packets, it has serious performance problems

generally for large bandwidth-delay product networks and those with high contiguous packet losses.

The three defining characteristics of TCP are Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD), Slow

Start, and Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery. AIMD and Slow Start use packet loss as an indication of

congestion and react to loss due to errors by decreasing a user's congestion window size to one packet.

In addition, Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery is sensitive to out of order (000) packets, a common event

in networks that experience link outages. In the event of an outage, TCP misinterprets duplicate

acknowledgements (ACKs) as an indication of congestion. By assuming congestion in the network,

TCP's window closing and timeout mechanisms adversely reduce a user's data rate and throughput

performance. A severe outage can cause a TCP timeout and close a user's window to one packet in

flight [9]. Packets lost due to an outage as opposed to those lost due to network congestion should

trigger different reactions by the transport layer.

Furthermore, as networks continue to grow in scale and data rate, TCP underutilizes links with

high delay-bandwidth products (e.g. satellite and optical links) even without packet losses. In these

networks, available data rates can be on the order of gigabits per second, and data traverses thousands
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to tens of thousands of kilometers from sender to destination. In TCP, users enter the network through

slow start mode to avoid overloading the network. This policy is detrimental to achieving high

transmission rates for high delay-bandwidth networks [10]. In theory, depending on a user's round trip

time (RTT), it may take hours or even days before a user's congestion window can grow to the

maximum window size even if it is uncapped as proposed. A user must wait many RTTs before a

significant increase in transmission data rate.

Fairness is another performance area where TCP lacks as a transport layer protocol for flow-

switched networks. On a high delay-bandwidth link, TCP provides an unfair rate advantage to a user

with a shorter RTT compared to one with a larger RTT. Users with shorter RTTs can increase their

congestion window sizes much faster than users that must wait a longer RTT before increasing their

window sizes. Thus, users with shorter RTTs are able to claim a larger proportion of the link bandwidth

than users with longer RTTs. In [9], we see that average link utilization can be very low with TCP as a

transport layer protocol for large delay-bandwidth product channels.

We focus on defining a more efficient transport protocol for flow-switched networks that is

neither a modification of TCP nor derived from TCP. In the definition of our protocol, we assume a

scheduled optical flow-switched network architecture. In this work, we provide specific examples of

the transport layer protocol for OFS. The property of the physical layer considered in this thesis has

aspects that are peculiar to the optical network and some aspects that are similar to satellite and

wireless networks. However, since some of the parameters and approximations used here are special

for optical networks, further research is required to design the transport layer of flow-switching over

wireless networks and satellite networks.

1.3 Transport Layer Objectives

In flow-switched networks, flow transmission occurs in two stages: session setup and data

transmission. In the first stage, session setup, users communicate with a scheduler in the control plane

to reserve network resources. User requests are blocked by the scheduler if network resources are

unavailable or heavily loaded. Users agree upon the transmission rate during session setup through

the scheduler. The traffic generated for communication between users and the scheduler is irregular

and small compared with flow data. Therefore, messages generated in the reservation stage of data
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transmission are sent over a TCP/IP electronic packet switching network or similar electronic network

architecture.

In the second stage of optical flow-switching, data transmission, users transmit data all-

optically end-to-end until completion. The objectives of the transport layer protocol are to provide

congestion control, bandwidth matching, and the reliable delivery of flow data. In flow-switching,

however, congestion control and bandwidth matching are accomplished through scheduling and

blocking at the ingress queue of the network during the session setup phase. Additional network

capacity is provided through network reconfiguration performed on the order of minutes, not on a per-

transaction basis. Thus, congestion control is performed via admission control at the network entry

points where all queueing occurs and is unnecessary within the network. We assume that intermediary

switches in the network do not buffer data. Therefore, the transport layer protocol does not need to

continually perform the tasks of rate matching and flow control during each session.

The end-to-end reliable delivery of flow data in the presence of both random errors and burst

errors is the focus of this work and is described in Chapter 3. Our general transport protocol

incorporates error-detection, error-correction, and a retransmission protocol. Due to the dynamic

nature of flow-switching, session durations are finite and do not last indefinitely. If a session expires

before reliable flow data transmission is completed, it may be necessary to request a new session to

send outstanding data. Therefore, the two stages of flow-switching data transactions may be cyclic.

1.3.1 Metrics

In addition to end-to-end reliable delivery, we use two metrics to analyze the performance of a

transport layer protocol: throughput and delay. Throughput is defined as the ratio of the useful data

rate delivered to the users to the total amount of capacity. Delay is defined as the expected

transaction time. The goal of an efficient transport layer design is to maximize throughput and

minimize delay but usually cannot be done simultaneously.

The optimization of throughput and optimization of delay are in general not equivalent and

require very different operating points for the network. At the optimal (high) throughput of an OFS

network, the probability of an available flow session immediately is low and thus either the queueing

delay or the blocking probability at the ingress of the network is high. Hence, the expected time to
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transaction completion suffers due to long queueing delay and/or added setup time due to repeated

attempts to access the network upon blocking.

Conversely, to minimize delay, the maximum network loading and maximum achievable

throughput is limited. To optimize delay, network utilization should be lower, extra capacity is added

once the aggregate average channel loading passes a set threshold. Thus, throughput performance

suffers when delay is minimized.

Providing extra capacity and monitoring network loading to minimize delay increases network

capital and operating expenditures. While some users value delay performance, other users may

tolerate increased delay for lower cost. In this thesis, we present performance optimizations over

throughput and delay independently rather than as a joint optimization over both metrics. In doing so,

we allow users and network operators to define network loading and operating conditions. The reader

is referred to [11] to see how low setup and queueing delay can be achieved in high load networks at

the expense of more effort in setting up flows via probing multiple paths simultaneously.

1.4 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 introduces the physical layer model, assumptions and error mechanisms. Error-detection

and error-correction codes will be used just as in current fiber links. We will also describe the OFS

network architecture and physical link outage parameters. Chapter 3 introduces the OFS transport

layer protocol. We will describe in detail the two stages of a flow session: session setup and data

transmission.

In Chapter 4 and 5, we find the optimal throughput and delay of four example transport layer

protocols: Simple Transport Protocol, Simple Transport Protocol with Interleaving, Transport Protocol

with Framing, and Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving. Chapter 6 concludes our work on

the transport layer protocol design for optical flow-switching, where we compare the delay and

throughput performance of the four transport layer protocols described in this work.
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Chapter 2

2 OFS Network Architecture and Physical Layer
2.1 Network Architecture

In this section, we present a summary of the OFS network architecture presented in [5] [6] [12]. OFS is

an all-optical, end-to-end transport service. Users request a dedicated, end-to-end session for the

duration of a file transfer. Collisions due to contention are avoided due to scheduling. When a session

terminates, network resources are immediately relinquished to other users [12].

The OFS architecture is expected to serve large transactions, where the network management

burden and cost of end-user equipment required to set up an end-to-end, all-optical connection

required to serve small transactions outweighs the benefits of OFS. Instead, small transactions should

be serviced by electronic packet-switched networks. OFS exploits wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) with optical amplification and switching in the Wide Area Network (WAN). The smallest

granularity of bandwidth that can be reserved is a wavelength [5]. Session durations are assumed to be

on the order of hundreds of milliseconds or longer [12]

Scheduling messages are sent over an electronic control plane. Data files are sent over an all-

optical data plane. In the data plane, all queueing of data occurs at the end users and electronic

routers are replaced with bufferless optical cross connects (OXC) in the core network. Network

reconfiguration (lightpath reconfiguration) is performed over durations of many sessions (on the order

of seconds or minutes or even longer), resulting in a quasi-static network topology reacting only to

trends but not per flow requests [5].

An example of the OFS network physical architecture is shown in Figure 2-1 for two users. The

ingress scheduler resides at the gateway between the ingress MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) and

WAN. The egress scheduler resides at the gateway between the egress MAN and WAN [12]. A MAN

node is connected to one or more Distribution Networks (DNs) [6].
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Figure 2-1: OFS Network Physical Architecture.

2.2 Error Mechanisms

We consider two physical layer error mechanisms in OFS: random errors and burst errors. In this work,

our focus is on combating burst errors. We assume that bits corrupted due to random errors are

independent of previous and future corrupted bits. In our protocol, we assume forward error-

correction (FEC) is added to correct for random, independent and identically distributed (lID) errors.

The required strength of the error-correcting code depends on the frequency of occurrence of random

errors in the physical layer.
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In flow-switched optical fiber links, there is the possibility of burst errors that disrupts

transmission as a result of transient power excursions [13]. In OFS, a user's traffic occupies an entire

wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) channel and dynamically enters and exits the network on a

per-transaction time scale. However, currently, erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are limited in

their ability to support fast dynamic loading conditions at each wavelength level [14].

The transient problem has been studied in EDFA based systems [13] [14]. When the power in

one or more WDM channel abruptly changes, a power excursion is generated on one or more channels.

Transients persist until network control elements are able to restore channels to their target powers. A

transient event results from power coupling between different WDM channels via nonlinear or optical

intensity-dependent components or devices [13].

In amplifiers operated to maintain constant power, an increase in the power of one channel

requires a decrease in the power of another channel [14]. Power coupling occurs when the number of

channels loading the amplifier changes, resulting in changes to the output power per channel. In

amplifiers operated to maintain constant gain on the total power, residual wavelength dependent gain

ripple and tilt causes a non-constant gain on the signal power of each channel [13]. Power coupling

occurs due to both linear and non-linear wavelength dependent gain ripple and tilt [14]. In current

systems, the channel transmission bit error ratio is a function of the channel power [13]. Power

variations translates into performance degradations [14].

Power transients in optical fiber flow-switched networks may also result due to network

reconfigurations and fiber breaks or other such faults [13]. Network reconfigurations accommodate

changing capacity demands in flow-switched optical networks by adding or subtracting wavelengths in

the network. However, in the OFS architecture we are considering, network reconfigurations respond

to average traffic changes over many sessions rather than per-session traffic changes. Thus, the

majority of power transients seen during data transmission are a result of dynamic session additions

and terminations rather than network reconfigurations.

In addition to transient power excursions, steady-state power excursions arising from new

wavelength additions in a WDM system has been studied in [15]. Steady-state power excursions are

power deviations that persist after transient control response decays [16]. Quenching steady-state
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power excursions requires additional research in network control systems and is outside the scope of

this work.

2.3 Physical Layer Model

We represent the link state during a transient power excursion as an outage state. In this work,

correlated bit errors experienced during an outage is referred to as a burst error. The rate at which a

link returns to a non-outage state is dependent on the rate at which network control elements are able

to restore channels to their target powers [13]. For file transfers on the order of tens to hundreds of

gigabits and the number of wavelengths per fiber on the order of ten to one hundred wavelengths, we

expect many outage periods to occur during a single session. We interchange the terms "burst error"

and "outage period" in this work as outage periods yield burst errors during transmission.

In our model, we assume that during a non-outage period, the physical link experiences a low

level (comparable to current long duration optical circuits) of IID bit errors. During an outage period,

we assume that the physical link experiences burst errors at high bit error probably, -1/2. We model

the physical link using a two-state Markov Process as shown in Figure 2-2. The Markov model describes

a channel with memory [17]. We assume that random bit errors during a non-outage period occur with

probability q. Additionally, we assume that data sent during a link outage has a bit error probability of

1/2.

State 1 corresponds to a non-outage period with IID errors. #l denotes the aggregate average

session arrival and termination rate at which users transmit on a channel. When a new user begins

transmission, the link goes from the non-outage state to the outage state due to power transients as

discussed in Section 2.2. Similar effects occur during the turn-off transient. In our model, we assume

sessions arrive according to a Poisson process. Let f# be the rate of outages. The duration between

outage periods is exponentially distributed with mean 1/#1l. State 2 corresponds to an outage period

with burst errors. fl2 denotes the average rate at which the link returns to a non-outage state. This

parameter depends on the delay of network control elements. As an approximation we also assume

the reverse process has exponential waiting time with mean rate fl2-
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Figure 2-2: Two-state Markov process.

In our analysis, we assume sessions to be spaced contiguously. Therefore, we consider a

session completion and new session addition on a wavelength as a single transient event. For lightly

loaded networks, the turn-off transient should also be counted as a transient event. However, that

case should be automatically taken care of if the protocol works in the high loading regime. Let wv_ be

the expected number of flow wavelengths per fiber, let Y be the session duration, and let E[Y] be the

expected session duration per flow. The expected outage rate is equal to the expected rate of new

session arrivals where #l, = W/E[Y]. We have assumed 100% loading for simplicity. Thus, the

statistical model considered here is the worst case scenario that almost never happens even for

moderately high loads and the performance results are bounds on what would happen in realistic

loading conditions. Let R be the transmission data rate in bits per second. In Table 2-1, we list the

expected range of values for #1l, #l2, R, and Y for OFS.
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1t P2 R Y
Rate from non-outage Rate from outage to Transmission Rate Session duration

to outage period non-outage period

OFS 1 -200/s 103-106/s 10 Gbps - 100 Gbps > 100 ms

Table 2-1: OFS link parameters.

2.4 Codes and Interleaving

We will use both error-detection and error-correction codes to mitigate lID errors and burst errors in

flows. We use cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes in OFS data traffic for error detection. A CRC code

is based on long division, where the "divisor" is called a generator polynomial. The generator

polynomial defines the CRC code. To form a CRC codeword, redundant bits are added to a data string

so that the resulting codeword is "divisible" by the generator polynomial [18].

At the receiver, the coded message is divided by the generator polynomial. If the remainder is

nonzero, the message contains an error and the message is discarded. If the remainder is zero, the

message either does not contain an error or contains an undetectable error. A codeword generated by

any polynomial with more than one term detects all single errors. A codeword generated by a

polynomial of degree x detects any burst error of length x or less [19].

In OFS, we propose that error-correction be performed through both forward error-correction

(FEC) and an Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) protocol. Information theoretic techniques show there

exist codes with an arbitrarily small probability of error for long block lengths [20]. Since all flows have

finite lengths, there will always be some residual errors. ARQ is used to correct for these infrequent

errors. We propose the use of turbo codes and Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes as practical FEC

codes for optical flow-switching. These codes are used today in high end fiber communication systems.

Figure 2-3 shows the sequence of error-detection and error-correction at the transmitter and

receiver. At the transmitter, a CRC is appended, followed by an error-correcting code. FEC is applied

over both the message and the CRC. The encoded message is sent over a burst-error channel (a

channel with both random and correlated errors). At the receiver, the reverse process is performed.

First, error-correction is performed, followed by error-detection. If an error is detected, the message is

discarded and retransmission is requested through a retransmission protocol.
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Figure 2-3: Block diagram of message transmission error control.

The performance of codes designed to operate on memoryless channels degrades in channels

with memory. Channels with memory can be converted into essentially memoryless channels with the

use of interleaving. With interleaving, symbols in a given codeword are transmitted at widely spaced

intervals of time (usually -10x the burst duration). If the channel memory fades with increasing time

separation, interleaving allows the channel noise affecting successive symbols in a codeword to be

essentially independent [21]. The cost of interleaving includes buffer storage and additional

transmission delay. Interleaving can be impractical if the channel memory is very long compared to the

symbol transmission time [22]. The distance between successive symbols after interleaving is defined

as the interleaver depth. Symbols within the same codeword should be separated by a distance larger

than the expected outage duration.
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Figure 2-4: Block diagram of message transmission with interleaving.

Let j be the depth of the interleaver. J should be greater than the expected outage duration.

We assume that J > R/# 2 . The optimal distance between symbols is beyond the scope of this work

but is generally > 10x the burst length.

Figure 2-4 shows the sequence of error-detection and error-correction at the transmitter and

receiver with interleaving. Depending on the interleaver depth and outage coherence time,

interleaving can enable an error-correcting code to correct for both random and burst errors. Figure

2-5 is an example of a rectangular de-interleaver over a message of length V. During the de-

interleaving procedure, data bits are written from left to right and read from top to bottom [18].
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Figure 2-5: Example of a rectangular de-interleaver. Squares with an "X" correspond to burst
errors during an outage period.
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Chapter 3

3 OFS Transport Layer Design
3.1 Transport Layer Protocol for OFS

TCP is not best suited for OFS [12]. TCP limits a sender's rate of window increase and takes a long time

to achieve the full rate of a wavelength channel even if the upper limit of window size is removed. In

addition, TCP has the wrong reaction to outages due to its congestion control mechanisms severely

reducing throughput [9]. In OFS, flows are scheduled and congestion control is performed by a

scheduling algorithm. Thus, flow control and fair resource allocation through windowing in TCP are

unnecessary in the OFS transport layer protocol and should be eliminated due to its detrimental effects

on throughput [12]. The OFS transport layer protocol only needs to provide end-to-end reliable

delivery of data. In our protocol, flow transmission occurs in two stages: session setup and data

transmission.

3.1.1 Session Setup

We describe a scalable scheduling algorithm for inter-MAN OFS communication based on the

algorithms presented in [5] [6] [12]. The scheduling algorithm presented in this work is for the basic

OFS service. An ultrafast service with one round-trip time for scheduling and low blocking probability is

also available and can be found in [11] [12]. This ultrafast service has a different session setup

mechanism than the one described here but the same transport layer protocol can be used for that

service as well.

At the MAN-WAN interface, we assume the absence of wavelength conversion capability and

that wavelength continuity between WAN and MAN wavelength channels is respected. In the

reference architecture described in [6] we see that a computationally tractable scheduling algorithm

requires that for each wavelength channel provisioned for inter-MAN OFS communication in the WAN,

there exists a dedicated wavelength channel in both source and destination MANs. Thus, we assume a

dedicated wavelength channel exists from the edge of the source DN to the edge of the destination DN

that passes through the ingress MAN, the WAN, and the egress MAN [6].
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We also assume, via quasi-static wavelength assignment and routing, a one-to-one

correspondence between OFS wavelengths at each DN to its parent MAN and a continuous connection

to the WAN [6] [12]. We have assumed a quasi-static WAN logical topology with inter-MAN

connections changing in the time scale of average traffic shifts on the order of many flows. Thus, we

assume that in the problem of the design of the transport layer protocol, wavelength channels

provisioned for end-to-end user communication can be considered to be static.

Control plane messages are sent over a guaranteed datagram transport layer protocol such as

TCP. Users are not allowed to change scheduler policies nor directly usurp resources. Preventing users

from direct access to control plane algorithms improves security and also prevents unfair resource

allocation [12]. We require that users be allowed to schedule only one session at a time.

A scheduling request originates from the source end-user residing in the ingress DN within the

ingress MAN. The flow generated at the source user is destined for an end-user residing in the egress

DN within the egress MAN. The source requests a session by sending a scheduling request to the

ingress scheduler. Within the scheduling request, the source provides the length of the flow, its

transmitter availability, and its transmitter rate. At the ingress scheduler we assume a first-in first-out

(FIFO) queue for every possible MAN destination, although any queueing discipline can be used with

this transport protocol. The queueing delay of the FIFO queue is given in this thesis. When other types

of queues are used, their delay performance can be used in the performance expressions given in

Chapter 4 and 5. When the request arrives at the ingress scheduler, it is placed at the end of the queue

associated with the egress MAN [6]. The length of the scheduling queue is finite. An overflowed queue

results in blocked requests [12].

Once the request reaches the head of the queue, the ingress scheduler requests for the

destination end-user's receiver availability and receiver rate. The destination node communicates with

the ingress scheduler through the egress scheduler. If the destination end-user is unavailable, the

request is blocked. The ingress scheduler assigns the flow to an available wavelength channel [6]. The

ingress scheduler informs the source and destination end-users of the session wavelength, start time,

rate, and duration. Once the source and destination receive and acknowledge the session parameters,

the request departs from the scheduling queue and an all-optical end-to-end path is reserved for the
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entire session duration. The new session is added to a flow sequence that is kept by the ingress

scheduler.

We assume that all clocks at the end-users and at the schedulers are synchronized. We

summarize the scheduling algorithm for inter-MAN OFS communication in the following algorithm

description. This is a version of a scalable algorithm but not necessarily optimum. Let w be the

assigned wavelength channel, let tstart be the flow start time, and let y be the reserved session

duration.

* User A initiates a session by establishing a TCP/IP connection with user B announcing his
intentions and upon acknowledgment by user B, sends a scheduling request to the ingress

scheduler. Within the scheduling request, User A sends the length of the flow, its transmitter
availability, and its transmitter rate, [y,A[ ], RA}.

* When the request arrives at the ingress scheduler, it is placed at the end of the queue
associated with the egress MAN of the destination.

* Once the request reaches the head of the queue, the ingress scheduler requests for User B's
receiver availability and receiver rate, {B[ ], RB}.

* The ingress scheduler assigns the flow to the first available wavelength channel.

* The ingress scheduler informs User A and User B of the session wavelength, start time, rate,
and duration, 1w, tstart, R, y 1.

* User A and User B receive and acknowledge {w, tstart, R, y } to the ingress scheduler.

* The request departs from the scheduling queue and the ingress scheduler adds the new session

to the flow sequence.

* User A waits until tstart to begin data transmission. At tstart, User A tunes its transmitter to w

and User B tunes its receiver to w.

* A TCP connection between User A and B would have been started for ARQ purposes on the
flow before data transmission begins.

Figure 3-1: Summary of the scheduling algorithm for OFS.
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3.1.2 Data Transmission

During session setup, network resources are reserved from the source end-user to the destination end-

user starting at time tstart. The channel remains contention-free throughout the session until time

tstart + y. The source begins data transmission at time tstart and transmits at the full data rate and

on the wavelength channel assigned by the scheduler. At time tstart + y, the session terminates and

network resources are immediately relinquished to other users [12]. At time tstart + y, if the flow is

received without error at the destination, the transmission is complete. Otherwise, an additional

session is requested for data retransmission. Although not explored in our work, users may also

request for retransmission over IP rather than request for reflow if the frame that needs retransmission

is small.

We propose four example transport layer protocols that guarantee the reliable delivery of data

over a burst-error channel. The delay and throughput of each protocol in found in Chapter 4 and 5.

The transport layer protocols considered in our work are:

1. the Simple Transport Protocol (STP),

2. the Simple Transport Protocol with Interleaving (STPI),

3. the Transport Protocol with Framing (TPF),

4. the Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving (TPFI).

In STP, we use a CRC for error-detection. In addition, an error-correction code is applied to

correct for random errors. In STP, the entire file is transmitted as one large frame. Therefore, STP

allows for low framing overhead and no segmentation and reassembly overhead. At the destination

once the file is received, the receiver performs error-correction followed by error-detection. If the CRC

detects an error, the received file is discarded and the destination requests that the file be

retransmitted.

We observe that as the file size increases, the probability that a file experiences an outage

period also increases. STP can be used if the expected interval between outages is known to be much

longer than the session duration. Failed transmissions and the need for retransmissions lead to a

decrease in throughput and delay performance.
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In STPI, a file is transmitted from source to destination, without segmentation as in STP. In

STPI, interleaving is also performed at the channel input and de-interleaving is performed at the

channel output. With interleaving, we assume symbols in a given codeword are transmitted at widely

spaced intervals of time compared to an outage duration. Interleaving allows the channel noise

affecting successive symbols in a codeword to be essentially independent [21]. FEC is then designed to

correct for both random errors and burst errors.

In TPF, a large file is segmented into smaller frames at the transmitter and reassembled at the

receiver. TPF provides users the option to reserve additional time per session for frame

retransmissions. In Chapter 5, we find the optimal delay, optimal throughput, optimal additional

session reservation time, and optimal frame size over the channel statistics. If the optimal frame size is

equal to the transmission file size, TPF is equivalent to STP.

In TPF, the transmitter appends a CRC to each frame for error detection. An error-correction

code is also applied to each frame to correct for random errors. At the session start time, the source

begins transmitting frames sequentially. After the transmitter has finished transmitting all data frames

once, the transmitter processes and sends retransmission frames. At the receiver, if an error is

detected in a received frame, it is discarded and the destination requests that the erroneous frame be

retransmitted via ARQ using the reverse electronic packet-switched channel which can be over a TCP/IP

network. Although unlikely in an OFS network, we assume frames can be lost due to network errors.

We assume that if the sequence number of a received frame is larger than the next expected sequence

number, intermediary frames have been lost in the network and the destination requests that the

missing frames be retransmitted. If a received frame is error-free and is the next expected frame, the

user passes the frame up to the application. All other correct frames not in sequence will be placed in

a buffer and wait for retransmission of missing intermediate frames before passing frames to the

application layer in the correct sequence. The session terminates with two possible results: with

outstanding erroneous or missing frames or with all frames received without error. If the session

terminates with outstanding frames, the source sends a session request for data retransmission. A new

flow is requested and outstanding frames are transmitted.

In TPFI, interleaving is performed at the channel input and de-interleaving is performed at the

channel output. We assume that if interleaving is performed at the channel input, FEC can be used to
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correct for both random errors and burst errors. If the length of a frame is large enough, we assume

that interleaving is performed across a single frame. This has the advantage of requesting frame

retransmission once the frame is processed and deemed to have errors instead of having to wait until

the whole file is received. If the frame size is too small, interleaving across multiple frames but not the

entire file is a possible variant of this algorithm. In Chapter 5 we find the optimal delay, optimal

throughput, optimal additional session reservation time, and optimal frame length.

3.2 Algorithm Flow Chart

In Figure 3-2, we provide a flow chart of the transport layer protocol for inter-MAN OFS

communication. In Table 3-1 we list timers, counters, and errors messages of the OFS transport layer

protocol.

Timers (DELAY)
D_BLOCK The delay a user must wait before reattempting a scheduling

request after the request was blocked at the scheduling queue.
D_BUSY The delay a user must wait before reattempting a scheduling

request after the request was blocked because User B was busy.
D_NOSESSION The delay a user must wait before reattempting a scheduling

request after the request was dropped due to unavailable sessions.

Counters and Limits
veount The number of scheduling attempts including the first scheduling

attempt.
MMAX The maximum number of scheduling attempts.
acount The number of retransmission requests.
AmAx The maximum number of retransmission requests.

zcount The number of requests currently in the scheduling queue.

ZMAX The maximum number of requests in the scheduling queue.

Error Messages (ERRMSG)
ERRQ_FULL An overflowed scheduling queue.
ERRBUSY User B is not available.
ERR_C_FULL No open sessions available.
ERRMAXR The maximum number of retransmission attempts has been

reached.

Table 3-1: Algorithm Timers, Counters, and Error Messages.
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Close TCP connection 1

Transmission
Cornlete

Figure 3-2: OFS Transport Layer Protocol Flow Chart.
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3.3 Overhead

Source ID

Destination ID

Sequence Number
Retransmission Protocol (if framing in used in the

transport layer protocol)

Header Length Message Length

Error-Detection Code Type Error-Correction Code Type

Parameter

Source ID:

Destination ID:

Retransmission Protocol:

Sequence Number:

Header Length:

Message Length:

Error-Detection Code Type:

Error-Correction Code Type:

Description

Source Identifier.

Destination Identifier.

Retransmission Protocol type.

If framing is used in the transport layer protocol, this field is used in

the ordering of frames. If framing is not used, this field is set to 0.

Header length.

Length of the message.

Error-Detection code type applied at the transmitter (e.g., CRC,

checksum).

Error-Correction code type applied at the transmitter (e.g., LDPC,

turbo codes).

Figure 3-3: OFS Header.

In this section, we describe the header, error-detection, error-correction overhead, and preamble of

the general transport layer protocol. In OFS, the flow header is a fixed overhead appended to every
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message and does not vary with the message length. In Figure 3-3, we illustrate a possible design for

the OFS header.

In error-detection codes, the transmitter introduces redundancy, which the receiver uses to

detect the presence of an error [18]. In Section 2.4, we use a CRC for error-detection in OFS. We saw

that a codeword generated by any polynomial with more than one term detects all single errors. Let

HCRC be the overhead required to detect both random and burst errors in OFS. A codeword generated

by a polynomial of degree HCRc detects any burst of length b where b HCRC. The fraction of

undetected burst errors is [19]

2-HCRC, b = HcRc + 1, (3.1)

2-(HCRc-1), b > HCRC + 1-

We will use a large enough CRC (> 100 bits) so the probability of an undetected error is negligible and

will not be a factor in the reliability of the data transfer.

We use information theoretic techniques to approximate the additional overhead of including

an error-correction code. During data transmission, the transmitter adds redundancy to combat errors

in the channel [3]. Let p be the total length (in bits) over which an error-correction code is applied. In

our protocol, p is the sum of the message, OFS header, and CRC overhead. Let N be the length (in

bits) of the code. We define U as the rate (in bits per transmission) of a (P, N) code where U = P/N.

For sufficiently large block lengths, rates U less than the capacity/signaling-rate of the channel yield

arbitrarily small error probabilities [20].

We assume that if interleaving is not performed at the channel input, the FEC can only correct

for random errors experienced during a non-outage period. We model the channel during a non-

outage state as a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with cross over probability q. When the channel has

a binary input, the channel input is equal to the channel output with probability 1-q. Channel capacity

is the maximum rate at which a message can be transmitted and reconstructed with an arbitrarily low

probability of error with coding. Let Cq be the information capacity of a BSC with parameter q where

[20]
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Cq = 1 - h(q)

and (3.2)

h(z) = -zlog 2 (z) - (1 - z)log2 (1 - z).

Let Kq be the redundancy added to combat random errors in the channel:

Ky N -Ip
(3.3)

(1 -U)

The coding theorem states that for a discrete memoryless channel, all rates below capacity are

achievable and for every rate U<Cq, there exists a code where the maximum probability of error

approaches zero with increasing N [20]. Thus, we can upper bound the code rate by the capacity of the

channel, U<Cq. We can use this upper bound to lower bound Kq.

K 1 -t Cq). (3.4)

In OFS, file transfers are on the order of tens to hundreds of gigabits and the practical frame

length (to be discussed in Chapter 5) is greater than a Megabit. Therefore, we note that in OFS, both

the length of a message i and the length of a block code N are large. We assume that in OFS, N is

large enough such that for every rate U<Cq, there exists a code where the maximum probability of

error is low. We approximate Kq as follows:

(1 - Cq)(3.5)Ky ~ p Cy J

We assume that if interleaving is performed at the channel input, FEC can be used to correct

for both random errors and burst errors. We refer to the two state channel model developed in

Section 2.3. Let Q(t) denote the random channel symbol crossover probability at time t and let

St denote the current channel state at time t, then we have:

q, St = non - outage, (3.6)
Q (t) , St = outage.
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We assume that if the interleaver depth is long enough, the interleaved channel (the cascade of

interleaver, channel, and de-interleaver) may be considered memoryless [23]. We model the

interleaved channel as a BSC with crossover probability { where

= E[Q(t)]

# 2 #1~ 1
fl 2  + fl -

p1 + #l2 #1l + #l2 2'

(3.7)

Let Cg be capacity of the interleaved channel with parameter f where

(3.8)
C = 1 +{0log 2({) + (1 - 0()log2 (1 - )-

The capacity of the channel where channel state information is available at the receiver is

considered in [23], however, is beyond the scope of this work. Using the same argument as in (3.5), we

approximate the additional overhead of including an error-correction code. Let Kf be the redundancy

added to combat both random and burst errors in the channel where

(3.9)
K 1 -C( )

Let HFEc be the FEC overhead in bits. The error-correction overhead is

HFEC - K{,

In OFS, a preamble is added for

be the length of the preamble. Let o

where

(3.10)FEC corrects only radom errors,

FEC corrects radom and burst errors.

synchronization and indicates the start of a frame [18]. Let Hp

be the probability that the preamble is found within a frame

o ; (i + HFEC) 2 p '11)

To guarantee that the probability of a preamble collision is less than o requires a preamble overhead

of
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log y 109 + HFEC (3.12)
0'

In our protocol, we will use a large enough preamble ( > 64 bits ) so that the probability of a collision

is negligible and will not be a factor in the reliability of data transmission.

Figure 3-4 illustrates an OFS message plus overhead. Let Ho be the length of the OFS header

in bits. We note that both Ho and HCRC do not vary with the message size. Let B be the length of the

message in bits.

o-H--o-H, B aHCRL a--HFEc-

FEC
Preamble Header Message CRC Overhead

Figure 3-4: OFS Message Framing.

In OFS, we propose that FEC be performed over the header, message, and CRC overhead. The

total overhead of an OFS message is equal to the sum of the header length, CRC overhead, error-

correction code overhead, and preamble length. Let y denote the total overhead of an OFS message.

We can approximate y as follows:

y Hp + Ho + HCRC + (Ho + HCRC + B)

Ho + HCRC + ~ (

C C (3.13)
where

{Cq, FEC corrects for only radom errors,

C = C, FEC corrects for radom and burst errors.
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3.4 Setup Delay

In this section we want to show that the setup delay is at least equal and mostly likely much larger than

the transmission and propagation delay. We define the setup delay as the delay from when the source

sends a scheduling request to the ingress scheduler to the time the source begins data transmission.

Thus, this includes the contention period and the time spent in the sequence holder waiting for

transmission. In this section, we lower bound the setup delay as the queueing delay of a request

before it emerges the flow sequence and transmission begins right after, assuming the request is not

blocked. When the network is very lightly loaded, the setup delay is small. However, when the

network is moderate to heavily loaded, users must wait for scheduled sessions to finish before

beginning a flow and we will show that the setup delay is a significant fraction of the total delay.

We assume that OFS session requests arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A [6]. Let

Y be the duration of a session. Session durations are modeled as identical and independently

distributed random variables with probability distribution fy(y) [6]. Let E[Y] be the mean of Y and let

E[Y 2 ] be the second moment of Y.

Let wm be the number of wavelength channels available for flow traffic from a source MAN to a

destination MAN. We approximate the queue at the ingress scheduler for a source-destination pair as

wm M/G/1 queueing system operating under a normalized traffic load of i/wm [6].

We summarize the results found in [24] for the setup delay under two distribution assumptions

for Y: a truncated heavy-tailed distribution and a truncated exponential distribution in Table 3-2. Let p

be the network load where p = 11E[Y]. Let ya be the minimum OFS session duration and let yb be the

maximum OFS session duration [24]. We assume that sessions of duration less than ya seconds do not

qualify for OFS service. In [24], they assumed the maximum queue length is unbounded and thus there

is not blocking. The results are good approximations of the realistic situation where the flow sequence

holder has a maximum length of several sessions and the blocking probability is very small, e.g. < 10-2.
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Heavy-Tail Distribution

a E (0,1)

a 1

fY) = ya-a _ -a + f o r y E [Ya,.Yb],

0, otherwise.

E[Y] = a Yb1a Ya1a
Ya-a Yba 1 a

y2-a A2-a

ya -yb a 2 - a

Exponential Distribution

y E (0, 00)

y

fyty) = e-Ya - e-rY " for y E [Ya,Yb],

0, otherwise.

1 yae YYa - ye-YYb
E[Y] =-+

y e-YYa - e-YYb

2 2 yae-YYa - ybe -Yb Ya2 e-YYa -. Yb 2 e-YYb

yz y e-YYa _e-y + e-YYa -e-yb

Table 3-2: Distribution, mean, and second moment results found in [24].

For stability, the condition A < 1/E[Y] must hold. Let -rs be the expected setup delay. The

setup delay is given by Pollaczek-Khinchin formula for the M/G/1 queue where [24]

p E[Y 2 ] (3.14)
s 2 (1 -p) E[Y]

We plot the lower bound for the expected delay against p in Figure 3-5 under the assumption

of a heavy-tail distribution of Y and under the assumption of an exponential distribution of Y. E[Y] is

the expected transmission delay of a message plus overhead. The setup delay exceeds the

transmission delay when

2E[Y] 2  (3.15)
E[Y 2 ] + 2E[Y] 2 -
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Let Pmin be the value of p that satisfies (3.15) with equality. Using the inequality

E[Y 2 ] > E[Y] 2 , we find an upper bound for pmin where pmin ; 2/3. In this work, we assume that at

moderate to high network loading the queueing delay is large enough such that the setup delay is a

significant fraction of the total delay and that is the region where the user is most concerned about

delay. In Chapter 5 we will adopt the strategy that the user will try to avoid multiple requests for new

flow sessions due to the significant setup delay. Thus, the protocol assumes at most one request for

reflow that only occurs with rather low probability.

Ts - Expected Setup delay (seconds)
3

10

-1

- Heavy-tailed
-- Exponential

E [Y] = 1 s
a = 0.5

---------------------- -------------------------
Ya = 0.01 s

yb = 100 s
Heavy-tail E[Y] = 1 s

Heavy-tail E[Y 2] = 33.67 s2

Exponential E[Y] = 1 s
Exponential E[Y 2] = 1.98 s2

1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

p - Loading Factor

0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 3-5: Lower bound for the expected setup delay versus network loading.
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Chapter 4

4 OFS Transport Layer Protocol Performance

Analysis - the Simple Transport Protocol (STP)

and the Simple Transport Protocol with

Interleaving (STPI)

4.1 Simple Transport Protocol (STP)

In this section, we find the throughput and delay performance of the Simple Transport Protocol (STP).

In STP, an entire file is transmitted as one large frame. If an error is detected in a received file, the file

is discarded and needs to be retransmitted. If retransmission is necessary, the source requests a new

session from the scheduler and reflows the file. We assume that interleaving is not performed at the

channel input and FEC can only correct for random errors. In STP, error-detection and retransmission

are used to correct for burst errors [21].

Let Cq be the channel capacity defined in Chapter 3. Let H be the sum of the OFS header

length and CRC overhead where

H = Ho + HCRC-

4.1.1 Error Probabilities

In this section, we define two error probabilities: ip, the probability of an erroneous file and Pm, the

probability of m failed transmissions. Let F be the file size in bits. The transmission size per session,

W, is equal to the sum of the file size and overhead where

F+H (4.2)
Cq
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We assume that FEC applied to random errors results in a very low residual BER of 10-12 or

lower [18]. Let ( be the residual BER. Let o be the probability of an erroneous file due to random

errors where

(4.3)
= 1 - (1 - (w(

In this work, our focus is on combating burst errors, and we thus assume L to be negligible compared

with the probability of an erroneous file due to burst errors.

We assume that if an outage period occurs during data transmission, a file encounters an

uncorrectable error. The probability of an erroneous file is equal to the probability of one or more

burst errors during transmission. Let So be the channel state at the start of data transmission. The

probability of an erroneous file is:

= P(outagelSo = non-outage)P(So = non-outage)

+ P(outagelSO = outage)P(SO = outage)

-e) fl2 + #1_ (4.4)

1l +f2 1l +f2

12 
-fl+

=1- e2 IR
fl+ 8l2e

The probability of an erroneous file is plotted versus the file length in Figure 4-1. We see that

as the file size increases, so does the probability of an erroneous file. The probability of m failed

transmissions is

m E [0, 00)

M m) 
(4-5)

=2 #1w) m
= 1- Je R.
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$ - STP Probability of an erroneous file

Cq = 0.999

R = 10 Gbps

Ho = 320 bits

HCRC = 100 bits
Hp = 70 bits

#l = 100/s

f#2 = 10s/S

q = 10-4

10 10

F- File Size

Figure 4-1: STP probability of an erroneous file vs. file length for one transmission.

4.1.2 Throughput

Let v be the required number of transmissions for a file to be received without error at the destination.

Let g be the expected throughput of STP where [25]

F 1

F 1 (4.6)

W (1 -ip) Zi(i + 1)0p

F

w
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We substitute the expression in (4.2) into (4.6) to find the expected throughput as a function of the file

size where

F+H+HpCqFCq fl2 -e-l RCq
JGF+ HpCq fiA + fl 2 e q

(4.7)

The expected throughput is shown in Figure 4-2. We notice that with increasing file sizes, the expected

throughput of STP decreases.

g - STP Expected Throughput

Cq = 0.999

R = 10 Gbps

HO = 320 bits

HCRC = 100 bits

Hp = 70 bits

fl = 100/s

fl2 = 10 5 /S
q = 10-4

108 101010 9
F- File Size

Figure 4-2: STP Expected Throughput
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4.1.3 Delay

The delay of a session is equal to the sum of the setup delay and the session duration. The expected

setup delay -r, was found in Chapter 3. Let y be the expected delay of a session where

W (4.8)

The total delay of a transaction is equal to the sum of the session delay plus retransmission

delays. We assume that the propagation delay of sessions and session requests are small compared

with the session delay and the setup delay. Thus, we neglect the propagation delay in our delay

analysis [5]. A retransmitted file is the same size as the initial file. The probability that a retransmitted

file experiences an uncorrectable error is also the same as for the initial file. Let T be the total

expected delay where

E [T] = y @m
m=o

y (4.9)

1P-

F + H H (1 1 F+H+HpCq

q+ R+q- - e R .
RCq R fl2

We plot the total expected delay in Figure 4-3. We see that with increasing file sizes, delay

performance suffers. Thus, if the code does not correct for any burst errors, the longer the file size the

more likely that a burst error will occur and both the throughput and delay performance are bad. This

suggests we need a coding scheme that can correct for burst errors and we will treat one example in

the next section (STPI).
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E[T] - STP Expected Delay
1015

10 10

CU

-.

a 10

100

105
10

R = 10 Gbps

Ho = 320 bits

HCRC = 100 bits
He = 70 bits

fl = 100/s

P2 = 10s/s
q = 10-4

Ts = W/R

108 109 1010
F- File Size

Figure 4-3: Expected STP Delay versus file size.

4.2 Simple Transport Protocol with Interleaving (STPI)

In this section, we find the throughput and delay performance of the Simple Transport Protocol with

Interleaving (STPI). In STPI, an entire file is transmitted as one large frame. If an error is detected in a

received file, the file is discarded and needs to be retransmitted. If retransmission is necessary, the

source requests a new session from the scheduler and reflows the file. In STPI, we assume that

interleaving is performed at the channel input. Retransmission combined with FEC is used to correct

for both random and burst errors [21].
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E(U) - Error Exponent

C = 0.993

fl1 = 100/s

2 = 10 5 /s
q = 10-4

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
U- Code Rate

Figure 4-4 Error exponent vs. code rate

In STPI, a file requires retransmission if a decoding error occurs. In this section, we find an upper

bound on the average decoding error probability of a file. We assume that the burst channel can be

converted into an essentially memoryless channel with the use of interleaving [21]. Let U be the code

rate and f be the error probability defined in Chapter 3. Let N be the length of the file plus overhead,

where

F+H (4.10)
N = +H.U
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Let V), be the probability of a decoding error, where [21]

< 2 -NE(U) (4.11)

and

E(U) = max(EO(w) - wU) (4.12)

EO(o) = W - (1 + o) log 2 (T+ + (1 - ()T F).

E(U) is sometimes called the reliability function and is the tightest exponential bound as a

function of the frame size. As a function of U, E(U) can be expressed in parametric form. Let w be

related to a through [21]

1

(+o (4.13)

IT -0 0

ForU 1 - h 
(4.14)

U = 1 - h(w)

E(U) = -7 log 2 { - (1 - 7) log 2 (1 - () - h(w).

For U < 1 - h(: (4.15)

E (U) = 1 - 2 log2( + 1 - )-R.

We plot the error exponent, E(U) versus the code rate in Figure 4-4. If the code rate is less

than the capacity of the channel, by choosing an appropriate code, the error probability approaches 0

with increasing file sizes [21].
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4.2.2 Throughput

Let g, be the expected throughput. The derivation of g, follows from the derivation of g in (4.6) where

F
gr=- (1 - 01)N (4.16)

FU
- (1 - 1).

F + H + H pU'

We note that the error probability 0, and code rate U should satisfy:

0 01 $ 1 (4.17)

0 U < C .

We find upper and lower bounds for the expected STPI throughput. A lower bound is found by

substituting (4.11) into (4.16) and maximizing over U. An upper bound is found in three steps. First, in

the numerator, we upper bound U by the channel capacity Cg. Second, in the denominator, we assume

that F >> Hp. Third, we notice that the error probability approaches 0 with increasing file sizes. Thus

we lower bound V), with 0. The STPI throughput bounds are plotted in Figure 4-5. The expected

throughput is bounded by

FU F Cg4.8
max H (1 - 2 -NE(U)) 9G <F+H (4.18)

os5u< cfF + H + HpU - F + H'
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gC - STPI expected throughput

-- E3- Lower Bound
----- Upper Bound

------------------------------------- m-------

0.9935 -

0.993-

0.9925-

0.992

0.9915-

0.991

0.9905 -

0.99

0.9895-

0.989
106

0.993

10 Gbps
320 bits
100 bits
70 bits
100/s
10s/s
10-4

10 8 109 10 101 101

F- File Size

Figure 4-5: STPI expected throughput upper and lower bounds. The lower
reliability function and should be an excellent approximation.

bound is from the

4.2.3 Delay

Let U be the expected delay of a STPI session where

N
I s -

The total delay is equal to the sum of the initial session delay plus retransmission delays.
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E[T]- STPI expected delay

Cg
R

Ho

HCRC

Hp

#2

q
TS

0.993

10 Gbps
320 bits
100 bits
70 bits

100/s
10 5/s
10-4

N/R

-E- Upper Bound
- Lower Bound

Figure 4-6: STPI expected delay upper and lower bounds.

Let T be the total delay where

00

E[T] = 'y Ip
m=O

__'yJ

1-191

Ts+F+H +Hp
SRUR R

1-p 1

We find upper and lower bounds for the expected STPI delay. An upper bound is found by

substituting (4.11) into (4.20) and minimizing over U. A lower bound is found by upper bounding U

with Cg and lower bounding i/, with 0. The upper bound comes from the reliability function and should
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be exponentially tight and provide an excellent approximation of E[T]. We plot the STPI delay bounds

in Figure 4-6 where

F +H He
F+H Hp TEs + UR m + UR (4.21)

Cf R R <[] u< cf 1 - 2 -NE(U)

The upper and the lower bounds are very close to each other and any one can be used as the

approximation for the delay. Except for light loading, the setup time is at least one or more session

transmission times and dominates the delay.
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Chapter 5

5 OFS Transport Layer Protocol Performance

Analysis - the Transport Protocol with

Framing (TPF) and the Transport Protocol

with Framing and Interleaving (TPFI)
5.1 Transport Protocol with Framing (TPF)

In this section, we find the throughput and delay performance of the Transport Protocol with Framing

(TPF). In TPF, a large file is segmented into frames at the source and reassembled at the destination.

We assume that interleaving is not performed at the transmitter and FEC is only used to correct for

random errors but not the burst errors. ARQ allows frames that are received with errors to be

retransmitted. Only erroneous frames are retransmitted.

5.1.1 Error Probabilities

We refer to the first attempt to send a file as the "initial" transmission. Subsequent sessions are used

for frame retransmissions. In this section, we define two error probabilities: p, the probability of an

erroneous frame and 0, the probability of a failed initial transmission. Let D be the number of message

bits per frame. Let H and H, be the overhead defined in Chapter 3. Let Cq be the channel capacity

defined in Chapter 3. Let L be the total number of bits per frame (message plus overhead) where

D + H (5.1)
L = Co + Hp.

Cq

We assume a frame that experiences a burst error due to an outage period cannot be

corrected with FEC and is received in error. The probability that a frame is received in error is:
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p = 1 - P(O burstsISO = non-outage)P(So = non-outage)

fl2 
(5.2)

P2 #31L
-1- e R ,

IAl + fl2e

In TPF, a file is segmented into n sequential frames, where n = [FID]. Practically, the nth

frame may be smaller than the other n - 1 frames. In our analysis, however, we assume that all n

frames are of the same size. A successful transmission results if all n frames are received without error

at the destination. The source sends all n frames in order. The probability that a file is received in

error is equal to the probability that one or more frames are received in error. Thus, the probability of

a failed initial transmission is

n-1

= (1 - p)kpn-k (5.3)

k=0 
53

=1 - (1 - p)n.

As shown in Chapter 3, we assume in the operating region of interests that network loading is

large enough such that the setup delay is a significant fraction of the total delay. If a file is received in

error, the source requests a new session from the scheduler to retransmit outstanding frames. If

retransmission is necessary, a large setup delay associated with acquiring a new session may lead to a

significant increase in the total delay to transmit a file.

In TPF, users have the option to reserve additional time per session to allow for frame

retransmissions. In this mode, the transmitter sends all n frames sequentially followed by frame

retransmissions. Users request retransmissions immediately after an erroneous frame is detected at

the receiver. The forward link is assumed to be idle while waiting for the last retransmission request.

We assume intermediary retransmission requests are sent on the reverse link while the forward link is

not idle. Thus, we only consider the roundtrip propagation delay of the last outstanding frame to

contribute to the total delay. Let A be the maximum fraction of retransmission frames to the total

number of frames sent in a session. Let 5 be additional time per session allowed for frame

retransmissions where
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[nAJ (5.4)
R

Let T, be the round trip propagation delay. To account for the roundtrip propagation delay of

the last outstanding frame, we assume that the total additional time reserved is 8 + r,. The

probability of a failed initial transmission is

n-1

0 ([n(1+ A)]) (1 _ p)kp[n(l+A)J-k. (5.5)

k=O

The probability of a failed initial transmission in (5.3) is a degenerate case of (5.5) for A equal to

zero. The sum in (5.5) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a binomial distribution with

mean

y,= [n(1+ A)](1 -p) (5.6)

and variance

a2 = [n(1 + A)](1 - p)p. (5.7)

We can relax the integer constraint on n and nA and approximate the sum in (5.5) with the

normal CDF where

1 fll(X-) 2

0 -2 _ e 2U2

n - 1I (5.8)

Furthermore, (5.8) can be bounded by [26]

1 _(n-1-t)2
6 >1- -e 2U2 , forn-1> I, (5.9)

1 _(t-n+1)
2

6<-e 2.2 , forn-1 Ip.
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Figure 5-1: TPF probability of a failed initial transmission vs. frame length. "Binomial CDF"
corresponds to the probability of a failed initial transmission found in (5.5). "Normal CDF"
corresponds to the approximation for the probability of a failed initial transmission found in
(5.8). "Normal CDF" corresponds to the approximation for the probability of a failed initial
transmission found in (5.9).

We plot the probability of a failed initial transmission in Figure 5-1.

5.1.2 Performance Optimization - Throughput

We assume that the probability of an erroneous frame is independent of future and previous

transmitted frames. We model the channel as a binary erasure channel (BEC) and consider the

transmission of frames (rather than bits). The capacity of the binary erasure channel is 1 - p [20]. An

erasure corresponds to a frame received in error. Thus, we assume that frames are lost with IID

probability p. Let r7 be the expected throughput where
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D
7= (1 L (5.10)

P2 -, (L - Hp)Cq - H
= e R

fll + f2 L

Equation (5.10) shows that the expected throughput is a function of the overhead, outage

parameters, transmission rate, and frame length. The frame overhead, outage parameters and

transmission rate are network or link dependant parameters. The frame length, however, is an

adjustable parameter that can be set by the OFS transport layer. In the next section, we find the

optimal frame length that maximizes the expected throughput.

5.1.2.1 Optimal Frame Length

We find the optimal frame length that achieves the maximum expected throughput. As the frame

length decreases, the frame overhead becomes a significant fraction of the total frame length. For very

small frames, throughput performance suffers as the link is mostly sending frame overhead. As the

frame length increases, the probability that a frame experiences an uncorrectable burst error also

increases. For very large frames, throughput performance suffers as the link is occupied mostly for

sending erroneous and retransmission frames. The optimal frame length lies in the region where the

probability of an erroneous frame is low and the message length is much larger than the overhead

length. We substitute (5.1) into (5.10) to find the expected throughput as a function of the message

size where

DD+HCy 2 -D+HqfpCq (5.11)

D +H + CyHyp1,+ 2

We take the derivative of rj with respect to D to find the optimal message length where

n_ 32 -G 1D+H HpCq (C(H + HpCq)R - fl 1D(D + H + HpC) (5.12)
aD 1+ f 2  R(D+H+HpCq) 2

We solve (5.12) for the optimal message length. Let D* be the length of the message at the

optimal frame length and L* be the optimal frame length where
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H+CyHe CyR H+CqHp
CqH)( +# 2 (5.13)

D* = (H +

1
L* = (H

Cq
+ Cq Hp) +CqHp + C%+

r7- TPF Expected Throughput
1
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Figure 5-2: TPF throughput as a function of frame length. The red circle indicates the maximum throughput.

Let 7* be the maximum expected throughput where

D* #2 -ed*l
?1 = R.

Vl#1+#f2 "

(5.14)

We plot the TPF expected throughput as a function of frame length in Figure 5-2.
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5.1.2.2 Practical Frame Length

Users who wish to avoid large segmentation and reassembly overhead can choose to partition a file

into frames of length larger than the optimal frame length. We notice that the derivative of the

throughput expression near the maximum is small. Thus, users can choose a larger frame size and

experience a small throughput performance penalty in exchange for less segmentation and reassembly

overhead. In this section, we find the practical frame length, the frame length that results in an

expected throughput E fraction away from the optimal expected throughput.

We assume that for frame lengths greater than the optimal frame length (including the

practical frame length), the message length is much larger than the overhead size. Let DE be the length

of the message at the practical frame length. Thus, we assume that D, >> H and DE >> Hp. We can

approximate the expected throughput at the practical frame length as

S DE+H+Hpc (5.15)

Let 17E be the expected throughput E away from the optimal expected throughput. At the

practical frame length,

71 ( -E)77*. 
(5.16)

We substitute (5.15) into (5.16) and solve for the practical frame length where

C De+H+HpC (5.17)
e CqR (1 - 0E*.(

#1l+ #l2

Let LE be the practical frame length. Solving, (5.17) we find the practical message length and

practical frame length where
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DE~In~i~+l2) Cqqp
De C --- n , -l C H p - H

fl1 (1 - -e)r;
(5.18)

R
L in

#2 Cq
f1 + /l2

(1 - )7*

-Practical

1 0I I I I I I I I
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2

Figure 5-3: TPF practical frame length vs. E . "Actual" corresponds to numerically solving for
the practical frame length in (5.16). "Analytic Solution" corresponds to the expression for the
practical frame length in (5.18). "Taylor Expansion" corresponds to the expression for the
practical frame length in (5.20).

Using the first term for the Taylor series expansion In(1 - x) = -x, we further approximate

the maximum message length and practical frame length where
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DE u 1 e + U0

u = CqR (5.19)
f#1

CyR Cq #2
uo = -In -CyHp- H

#1 r]7* #1l + #l2

and

LE~ ZjE + ZO

R
z= - (5.20)

zo =-In - .
1l 7]* #1i + #l2

We plot the practical frame length as a function of E in Figure 5-3. In the region of interests, LE is linear

in -.

5.1.3 Performance Optimization - Delay

In this section, we find the minimum total expected delay. We find the total expected delay under two

different assumptions for the setup and propagation delay: no setup and propagation delay and

nonzero setup and propagation delay. Let Ts be the expected setup delay defined in Chapter 3. Let T

be the total delay and E[T] be the expected total delay to send a file.

The expected total delay for no setup and propagation delay in given (5.21). The derivation of

(5.21) can be found in Appendix A.1. We notice that for this case, the optimal frame length found in

Section 5.1.2.1 also results in the minimum delay. We plot the total expected delay in Figure 5-4.

Table 5-1: TPF total expected delay for no setup and propagation delay.
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Figure 5-4: Expected TPF Delay (no setup and propagation delay)

The expected total delay for nonzero setup and propagation delay is given in (5.22). The

derivation of (5.22) can be found in Appendix A.2. Let Pk\x be the probability that k outstanding

frames remain after session termination out of x initial frames sent.

rs* andT, # 0

Pi\n ([n(1 + A)]) (1 n-- iptn(l+s)J-n+i (5.22)
n - t

Pn\n = ( 0n(+ A)]) p)op[n(+A) = p[n(+s)I

[n(1 + A)] + TS + Ty + K-JptinEi[T]
E[T]=Pn\n

Table 5-2: TPF total expected delay for nonzero setup and propagation delay.
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Let E[T*] be the optimal expected delay. The total delay is a function of both the additional

session reservation duration and the frame length. To find the optimal expected delay, we must

optimize both the session reservation duration and the frame length. We find the optimal additional

session reservation in Section 5.1.3.1 and then find the optimal frame length in Section 5.1.3.2.

Optimal Additional Session Reservation

In TPF, users have the option to request additional time per session for retransmissions to avoid the

need for additional session requests and additional setup delays. When the setup and propagation

delay is zero, users do not experience an additional delay penalty when requesting a new session for

frame retransmissions. Therefore, A = 0 is optimal (A* = 0) as shown in Figure 5-5.

E[T] - TPF Expected Delay

c lviA

U

LU 0.2
U- 1

1081L 10
L - Length of frame in bits

Figure 5-5: TPF delay vs. A when x, = 0 and r1, = 0. A = 0 provides the optimal delay performance.
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By plotting exact solutions in Figure 5-6, we show that when the setup delay is large, the

optimal additional session reservation duration A, will be nonzero. On the other hand if the additional

reserved duration is too large, transmission completes before the session expires and network

resources are wasted. If the additional reserved duration it too short, transmission does not complete

before the session expires and a new session request is necessary. We observe that if the network is

moderately or heavily loaded, when additional sessions are required to complete transmission, the

setup delay can dominate in the total delay.

E[T] - TPF Expected Delay

102
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Figure 5-6: TPF delay over different values for A (non-zero setup delay).

In Figure 5-7, the expected total delay is plotted against A for a fixed frame length. Our goal is

to find A*, the optimal additional session reservation time that results in the minimum total delay. We

set the derivative of the total expected delay with respect to A to zero to find the optimum A, where
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_E_[ nA + ~~1 P/n +n Ei[T] (1- pnn)

____ _ R =1 A (5.2 3)
aA ~(1. - n 2

A" ([n(1 + A)J + Ts + Tp + 2-1 piPnEi[T]) _

+2 -

(1 - pan)

E [T] - TPF Expected Delay

F = 10 Gbits
Ho = 320 bits

>11 0.6 HCRC =00 bits
0 Hp = 70 bits

1= 100/s

+ f2 = 10'/s
q = 10-4
R = 10Gbps

H10 TS

s, o 5 ms

L =10 Mbits

A*
0.4

10

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

A -Maximum fraction of retransmission frames per session.

Figure 5-7: TPF total expected delay vs. A.

Equation (5.23), however, does not lead to a closed-form solution for A*. Instead, we can

approximate the total delay expression in the region of interest around A* and E[T*]. We assume that

due to large setup delays shown in Chapter 3, users will try to avoid multiple requests for new flow

sessions. Thus we assume that the probability of more than one retransmission session is small. Let 8
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be the probability of a failed initial transmission defined in (5.5). Let E[X1 ] be the expected number of

outstanding erroneous frames after the initial session. We approximate the total expected delay as

E[T + L ( L (5.24)
E[T]ln(+) 7 +Ts+Tp6 [1] s~pJ.

We note that if A is such that the probability that a new session is needed for retransmissions is

large, the approximations made in (5.24) do not account for multiple retransmission session delays and

results in a delay much smaller than the actual expected delay. We find the expression for E[X1 ] in

Appendix 0. Using the normal approximation for 8 in (5.8) we approximate the total expected delay

expression as

L
E [T] =- n(1 + A) - + -rs + rP (.5R + 5 +(5.25)

+ Cc ( 1 ))E[X] L+ rs + -rP

For large setup delays, we notice that

L (5.26)
E [X 1 ]- <R

and can be ignored in the delay expression.

We further approximate 0 with the bound given in (5.9). In addition, we approximate the

variance given in (5.7) as

U = np(1 - p)(1 + A) (5.27)

Snp(1 - p).

Using the approximations made in (5.24) - (5.27), the resulting total expected delay expression

is

L 1 (5.28)
E[T] = n(1+ A)R +Ts +T p + e 2np(1-p) (TS + 'y)
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Figure 5-8 shows that the delay approximations made in (5.28) hold in the region near A*.

LU
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2.5-
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0

E[T] - TPF Expected Delay

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2

A -Maximum fraction of retransmission frames per session.

Figure 5-8: TPF total expected delay approximation. "Binomial" refers to the total expected
delay expression in (5.22). "Gaussian" refers to the total expected delay approximation in
(5.25). "Approx - Gaussian bound" refers to the total expected delay approximation in (5.28).

We take the derivative of the total expected delay with respect to A where

aE [T] L +1
O + 2R A

nL TS + Ty (n(1+)(1-p)-(n-1))2 n(1 + A)(1 - p) - (n - 1) (5.29)
R 2 e 2p(p) 0

2pnL (An(1-p)-np+1)
2

(S+ T)R= e 2np(1-p) (An(1 - p) - np + 1).
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Figure 5-9: TPF optimal fraction of retransmission frames per session vs. frame length.
"Numeric-Binomial" refers to numeric solutions to expression in (5.22). "Analytical Solution"
refers to the expression for A* in (5.30).

We solve (5.29) for A* where

pp 2L( )

p 1 p n (r + r,)R) (5.30)

-p n(-p) + - W- 1n(1 -p) K-
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and W_1 (x) is the other real branch of the Lambert W-function'. A* is plotted against frame length in

Figure 5-9.

5.1.3.2 Optimal Frame Length

In the previous section, we found the optimal additional session reservation duration. In this section,

we set A = A* in the expression for the total expected delay and solve for the optimal frame length.

We assume that for frame lengths near the optimal frame length, the expected time between session

arrivals in a fiber is much larger than the time to send a frame where 1/#1 >> LIR. Thus we assume

that

1, L (5.31)
R << 1, fr L =- L*.

We assume that near the optimal frame length, D >> H and D >> Hp. Thus we approximate

L D/Cq. We can approximate p by the first two terms of the Maclaurin series expansion where

#2 #31L
p =1- e R?P fll + fl2

f# ( fl2L (5.32)
fl1+#f2 +R

1fi + .
fl1+#f2 RCy)

We also simplify 1 - p in the same way where

P #2 fl1L

#1 + #2 R (5.33)

fl2

fll + #2'

A* can be approximated using the asymptotic expression for W_1 (x) where

The Lambert W-function is the inverse function of f(x) = xex.
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(5.34)p D Dp D(s i + (3)) R2(1 - p)
1 -p F(1 - p) F(1 - p) ln 4FpL2

We substitute (5.32), (5.33), and L =- D/Cg into (5.34) where

1i f#2 D'\A*= 1+ RC)

f#1 + #l2 +
Ff32

(5.35)

We assume e = 0 in the region of interest near E[T*]. The resulting total expected delay

expression becomes

(5.36)

Substituting (5.35) into (5.36) results in

E [T ] = f CR 1 + 3D CH f( ( 1+ fl2 D
+RC )

f1 + /32

Ff32

(5.37)

+ + TS + Tp*

We differentiate the total expected delay with respect to the message length where

F H+CqHp ( 1
D2 CqR

FD +H+CHpaA

D CqR aD

86

FD +H + CqHP
E[T]=D CqR (1 +A) +rs +ry.

OE[T]

aD

(5.38)



F H + CqHp (
D2 CqR

1( /
+- 1

132
+ 2D'\ + 1+I2

+RCq) F/2

±

/

I1Rl+
R Cq

2 g2D\ (Ts + TP)2 fl 2 R 2 C2
RCq) o4FID 1 +2D)

4F0D(1RC4))

Equation (5.38) is a transcendental equation and does not lead to a closed-form solution for L*. Table

5-3 shows the numerical solutions for the optimal frame size.

Optimal Frame Length L*
Actual - Binomial 130 Kbits

Approximation -Solve 150 Kbits

Parameters Value
fl# 100
#l2 10s
R 10Gbps

HO 320 bits
HCRc 100 bits

Hp 70 bits
F 1 Gbit

TS 100 ms
rP 50 ms

q 10-4

Table 5-3 TPF optimal frame length. "Actual -Binomial" is the numerical solution for L* in
(5.22). "Approximation - Solve" is the numerical solution for L in (5.38).

Let D* be the solution to (5.38). Let L* be the optimal frame length where
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FD +H + CqHp

D CqR

= 0.
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* D*+H +H. (5.39)
Cq

The expected minimum delay is

E[T*] FD*+H+ CqHp( 1 + (5.40)
D* CqR

which is the delay for one transmission. What this result is saying is that the additional setup and

queueing delay of retransmission is so large that the optimum strategy is to finish transmission in one

session with probability close to one.

5.1.3.3 Practical Frame Length

A large frame length may be desirable to reduce the total number of frames sent and minimize the

overhead associated with segmentation and reassembly of a file. We notice that the delay expression

as a function of frame length is shallow near the optimal frame length. Thus, users can choose to

segment a file into larger frames and experience a small delay performance penalty in exchange for less

segmentation and reassembly overhead. In this section, we find the practical frame length, the frame

length that results in an expected total delay E away from the optimal expected total delay.

We observe that the practical frame length will be large ( > 1 Mbit). For frame lengths near

the practical frame length, the expected duration of an outage period is assumed to be much smaller

than the time to send a frame. Thus we assume that

fl 2 L>> 1, forL ~LE (5.41)
R

We note that the approximation made in (5.31) does not hold for large frame sizes. We further

approximate the expression for p in (5.32) where

f1 / 2 D (5.42)

#1 + f 2 RCq
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From (5.42) we can further approximate the expression for A* in (5.34) where

* flD + nfl (TS + TP) 2 (CqR)3  (5.43)
A D RC Ff#2 + FCyR In 4F#31D

2

Let c be the constant term within the logarithm in (5.43) where

C (Ts + TP)2 (CqR)3  (5.44)
4Ff

1

We assume 6 ~ 0 in the region of interest. The resulting total expected delay expression near

the practical frame length can be approximated as in (5.36). In addition, we notice that D >> H

and D >> Hp near the practical frame length. Thus we can approximate L ~ D/Cq. The total expected

delay expression near the practical frame length can be simplified to

F
E [T] ~ (1+ A)+ TS + T,RCq

(5.45)

F 1+D fll -I1+ fl2 + flu nC +S+
RCq(1DRCq Ff32  + C in 2P

The practical frame length has delay e away from the optimal delay where

E[Tj = (1 + e)E[T*]. (5.46)

We solve (5.46) for the practical frame length where

F (flu fl + fl2  fli

E[Te= 1+D + sn + +y
RCq \RCq Ff/ FCq R D(5.47)

D fll +2 + lu ([E
D(RCq Ff32 +FCR F2 r 1
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Figure 5-10: TPF practical frame length E away from the optimal expected total delay.
"Numeric - Binomial" corresponds to the numerical solution corresponding to (5.22).
"Numeric - Approximation" corresponds to the numerical solution corresponding to (5.47).

Numeric solutions for the practical frame length are shown in Figure 5-10. We provide upper

and lower bounds for the maximum frame size in Table 5-4.
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Lower Bound for LE:

The right hand side of (5.47) can be bounded by

D( RCq

fl + f2 f1 c
Ff32 + FCqR T)

R C4q
> F~ (E [TJ]

This leads to a lower bound for the practical frame length where

RC
- (E[T] -rs - y- 1

E[T] -r, -T -- CR

rs + T

(5.49)
e -~ FFR(2

Upper Bound for LE:

The right hand side of (5.47) can be bounded by

4 L
FCqR )

RCq
F

This leads to an upper bound for the practical frame length where

L R < (( 1 + i)E[T]* - S- -- 1

f#1 f#l+f2+ f1
RCq Ff32 FCqR

Table 5-4: TPF upper and lower bounds for the practical frame length given in (5.49) and (5.51).

We plot the upper and lower bounds for the practical frame length in Figure 5-11.
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(5.48)

2 FCq
FCqR

-1

D \1RAq + f32

(RCy Fl2 (5.50)
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Figure 5-11: TPF upper and lower bounds for the practical frame length. The lower bound
2corresponds to (5.49). The upper bound corresponds to (5.51). The upper bound is linear in E2

5.2 Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving
(TPFI): FEC corrects up to one burst error

In this section, we find the expected throughput and delay performance of the Transport Protocol with

Framing and Interleaving (TPFI). In TPFI, a large file is segmented into frames at the source and

reassembled at the destination. We assume interleaving is performed at the channel input and FEC can

Th upr ~ ~ b wee 1  RCqE[T]* and []*-r-r)-

2 The upper bound is linear in e. LE =1 1 where a and b, = E[T*-s-+
Rlq F2+02 Rq Flf2  F

RCq Ffl2 7FCqR RiCq Fl Tq
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be used to correct for both random errors and burst errors. ARQ allows frames that are received with

error to be retransmitted. Only erroneous frames are retransmitted.

In this section, we assume that frames are of finite length, thus perfect interleaving cannot be

achieved. We make the simplifying assumption that the TPFI interleaver depth is such that FEC can

only correct up to one burst error. If a frame experiences two or more burst errors during

transmission, the frame is uncorrectable and must be discarded. In Section 5.3, we consider the case

where interleaving and FEC is used to correct for a general number of bursts.

5.2.1 Error Probabilities

In this section, we define two error probabilities: pi, the probability of an erroneous frame and 6, the

probability of a failed initial transmission. Let Cf be capacity of the interleaved channel with crossover

probability f defined in Chapter 3. Let L, be the total number of bits per frame (message plus

overhead) where

D + H (5.52)

The probability of an erroneous frame is the probability of more than one outage in a frame

time where

p= 1 - P(O bursts) - P(1 burstlSo = non-outage)P(So = non-outage)

#ILI f2 flL -#L(5.53)
=1-e R - -e R.

/31+~1~2 R

We plot both p, and p against D, the number of message bits per frame in Figure 5-12. We

notice that the probability of an erroneous frame with interleaving is smaller than the probability of an

erroneous frame without interleaving. As in TPF, in TPFI, a file is segmented into n sequential frames,

where n = [F/D]. The probability that a file is received in error is equal to the probability that one or

more frames is received in error.
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Figure 5-12: TPFI probability of an erroneous frame (pi) and TPF probability of an erroneous frame (p) vs. D.

If additional time per session is not reserved for frame retransmissions, the probability of a

failed initial transmission is

(5.54)6,= (n (1 - p,)kpn~k
k=0

= 1 - (1 - p)".

If additional time per session is reserved for frame retransmissions, the probability of a failed initial

transmission is

n-1

6, = + A)])
k=O

(1 _ p,)kt[n(l+A)j-k 
(5.55)
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The distribution in (5.55) has mean

yj= [n(1 + A)(1-p)

and variance

a 2 = [n(1 + A)]J(1 - pj)pr.

61 can be bounded as in (5.9) by

1 -(n- 1-til)
6 1 > 1 -e 2cr,2

2
1 (p-n+ 1)2

0,<je 2 2-

for > lij,

for n -1 Mi;.

5.2.2 Performance Optimization - Throughput

Let 77, be the expected TPFI throughput. The derivation of the expected throughput in the same as in

Section 5.1.2 where

D
7( 5P5)

Li (5.59)

D 1 L1 /
=-e R 11+ P2 f 1L1"

fl+ fl2 R )

In the next section, we find the optimal frame length that maximizes the expected throughput.

5.2.2.1 Optimal Frame Length

We substitute (5.52) into (5.59) to find the expected throughput as a function of the message size

where

DCg e
D + H + Cg H p

(5.60)
fl(D+H+CfHp)

fl2 fl1(D + H + CgHp)

fl1 + fl2 Cg R

We take the derivative of r7, with respect to D to find the optimal message length where
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fl(D+H+C Hp) P2/1

# 91 + P2

C R - f 1 D

C) R2

+Cg (H + CfHp)R -,81D (D + H + Cf Hp)e
R(D + H + Cf HP)2

Equation (5.61) simplifies to

+ p1 C (CR - 281(H + C, Hp)) - C R) D2

+ (H + C Hp)CgR (Cf R

We solve (5.62) for the optimal message length.

- CgR) D
(5.62)

Let Di* the length of the message at the

optimal frame length where

b 1 31
D=* = - - - J 2b3 - 9abc + 27a 2 d + /(2b3 - 9abc + 27a2 d)2 - 4(b 2 - 3ac) 3 )

- - (2b3 - 9abc + 27a2 d - V(2b3 - 9abc + 27a2d )2 - 4(b 2 - 3ac)3)

and

Pl2 P1l2
a = -

b = 1 ( (CgR - 281(H +C4Hp))
#1 + P2

- C R)

c =(H +CHp)1 i2CgR - f1(H +(CHp))

( 2 1 (H + CH
d =(H +CfHp)CfR CR+ + 2 Hp

Let L1 * be the optimal frame length where

(5.63)

(5.64)

- CR)
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(5.61)

- Dfl f2

+ (H + Cf Hp)P1
( f 2 (2CfR - 1(H + CfHp))

+ P 2 1 (H + C4Hp) 0.
+ l P+Pf2 )



, D* + H p

C +

Let i* be the maximum expected throughput where

D _3ii* # 2  # 1L*\
S# fll+ #l2 R

We plot the TPFI throughput as a function of frame length in Figure 5-13.
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Figure 5-13: TPFI throughput as a function of frame length.
location of the maximum expected throughput.

The black circle indicates the
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5.2.2.2 Practical Frame Length

As in TPF, users who wish to avoid large segmentation and reassembly overhead can choose to

partition a file into frames of length larger than the optimal frame length. We can approximate the

expected throughput at the practical frame length as

f=1(D+H+CgHp) 1 2 1 (D + H + CgHp) (5.67)
C+ +2 CR )'

Let 71 be the expected throughput e away from the optimal expected throughput. At the

practical frame length,

= (1 - (5.68)

We substitute (5.67) into (5.68) and solve for the practical frame length where

e1(D+H+CHp) + 2 ft1 (D + H + Ck Hp) (1 - E)17* (5.69)

e 1 + +l2 Cf R ) Cf

Let DI be the length of the message at the practical frame length and let LI be the practical

frame length. The maximum message and frame lengths are

RCf W e f2 E)17j* RCf f 1 + ft2
D~ - -H -CfH

E #1l Cf #2 #1 #l2
. L 1 + #2 . (5.70)

R e #I2 (1 - E)77j* R 1 + fl 2LI3 -- W_1-
~~,-l + Qpfp2  j tP

We plot the practical frame length as a function of E in Figure 5-14. Observe that the frame size can be

quite large (> 107) with little loss of efficiency.
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E - Relaxation away from optimum

Figure 5-14: TPFI practical frame length vs. E. "Actual" corresponds to numerical solutions for
the practical frame length in (5.69). "Analytical" corresponds to the expression for the practical
frame length in (5.70)".

5.2.3 Performance Optimization - Delay

In this section, we find the minimum total expected delay. Let T, be the total delay and E[T] be the

expected total delay to send a file. Let E[T*] be the optimal expected delay. The derivation for E[T]

follows from Section 5.1.3. The expected total delay for no setup and propagation delay in given (5.71).

The expected total delay for nonzero setup and propagation delay in given in (5.72).
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TS = 0 and r, = 0

F L, (5.71)
E[T] = D R

1 - P,
F 1

R ril

Table 5-5: TPFI total expected delay for no setup and propagation delay.

rs * 0 and -, * 0

PIi\n ([r( +AA)(1- p,)ip[n(1+A)J-n+i (5.72)

PIn\n ([n(1 + A)] (1 _ p,)op tn(l+A)J = p,[n(l+A)J

[n(1 + A)] + + , -+ Z \-1p Ei[T]
E[T1] R - i= n

1 - prn~

Table 5-6: TPFI total expected delay for nonzero setup and propagation delay.

Optimal Additional Session Reservation

in TPFI, users have the option to request additional time per session for retransmissions to

need for additional session requests and additional setup delays. Let A,* be the optimal

session reservation. The derivation for A,* follows from the derivation for A* where

PI 1 +
1 -p, n(1 - p)

I 2 L 2
pp ( , ,R- I W_1 - (S+ P

n(1 - pr) (1 - pI) (5.73)

p D FDp D(r + _[)2 R2(1 _ p)

1 - F( - p) F( - p) 4FpL2

We plot A,* against frame length in Figure 5-15.
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F = 5 Gbits

Ho = 320 bits

HCRC = 100 bits
Hp = 70 bits

#1 = 100/s

#2 = 10s/s
q = 10-4

Ts = 0.5 s

T = 50 ms

R = 10 Gbps

10

L, - Frame length in bits

Figure 5-15: TPFI optimal fraction of retransmission frames per session - a,* vs. frame length.
"Numerical Solution" corresponds to solving (5.72) numerically. "Analytical Solution"
corresponds to the expression in (5.73).
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5.2.3.2 Optimal Frame Length

As in Section 5.1.3.2, we assume that f#1L 1/R « 1 near the optimal frame length. L, ~ D/Cq for

L,~ L/*. We can approximate p, by the first two terms of the Maclaurin series expansion where

-#1L1  P2 l, L 1L1
p= -e R - e R

ft1 +fl2 R

fl1Lj f2 fl1Lj 1Li 2

R fl+fl2\ R \RJ/ (5.74)

fl12 L,1 +f2 L,

R (#1 + #l2) ( R

f #2D2
RC ) #1 + f 2

We notice that the probability of an erroneous frame is small near the optimal frame length.

Thus, we can approximate

i-p 1. (5.75)

We substitute (5.74), (5.75), and L, ~ D/Cq into (5.73) where

D(Ts ~ Tp 2 I 4( )2 fl2 D2  D D (1 ) 2 # (C R)4(fl+f#2 ) (5.76)
o R f = + D I- -In

R ft1+ f2 F F RCf 81 +f2 4Fl2D3

The total delay expression can be approximated as in (5.36). However, in TPFI, interleaving

results in an additional transmission delay. In our analysis, we assume that interleaving is performed

across a single frame rather than across multiple frames. Thus, we can approximate the delay

introduced by interleaving as an additional frame delay. The total expected delay is

F L, L, (5.77)
E[TI] ~_ --R (1 + A,) + -is + ryP + -.

We substitute (5.76) into (5.77). The resulting delay expression is approximated as
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F +DD + H +CgHp
E[T1] CR 1+ fR

(RC

2
ft2 D2  D

ft1 + fl2 F

We differentiate the total expected delay with respect to the message length where

E[T] a F + D D+H+C Hp F+DD+H+CgHp aA 1
(1 + A,) + = 0.

aD aD D Cf R D Cf R aD

(5.79)

Equation (5.79) is a transcendental equation and does not lead to a closed-form solution for L1 *.

Table 5-7 shows the numerical solutions for the optimal frame size.

Optimal Frame Length L*
Actual - Binomial 750 Kbits

Approximation -Solve 800 Kbits

Parameters Value
fp1  

100
fl2 10s
R 10Gbps

HO 320 bits

HcRc 100 bits

Hp 70 bits

F 5 Gbit

Ts 500 ms
50 ms

10-4

Table 5-7: TPFI numerical solutions for the optimal frame length (LI').
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5.2.3.3 Practical Frame Length

As in TPF, in TPFI, a large frame length may be desirable to minimize the overhead associated with

segmentation and reassembly of a file. We assume that near the practical frame length, L, D/Cf.

We further approximate the delay expression in (5.77) as

F D
E[T] - (1+ A,) + -s + , +

Cf R C R'

(5.80)

The practical frame length has an expected delay E away from the optimal delay where

(5.81)
E[TE'] = (1 + c)E[T*].

We solve (5.81) for the practical frame length where

F + i ( 2 fl2D2 D
E[Te]J -- 1+( +

CfR RCf 1i31+132 F

+
D

+ TS +T p + C-

(5.82)

CgR )\RCg(E [Tf] - 'rs - 'r) CF R - &

f1 f#2 D2  D #2
RCf31 + f 2 +DF +2
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L, - TPFI Practical Frame Length
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HCRC 100 bits
H p =70 bits
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Sq= 10-4

Ts = 0.5S
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Approximation
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E - Relaxation away from optimum

Figure 5-16: TPFI practical frame length vs. F. "Binomial" corresponds to solving (5.72)
numerically. "Analytical Solution" corresponds to numerically solving the expression in (5.82).

Numeric solutions for the practical frame length are shown in Figure 5-16. We provide an

upper and lower bounds for the maximum frame size in Table 5-8.
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Lower Bound for LE:

The right hand side of (5.82) can be bounded by

f1+ D > (E[TI] - --r) - 1) RC. (5.83)

RC~fll+ fl+ FjrT4 Ts P)1) 3

This leads to a lower bound for the practical frame length where

-1 + 1 + 4 
2 (Ei[TI] - Ts - ry) -1(5.84)

T1+f2 #1 #2

RC f 1 +#f2

Upper Bound for LE:

The right hand side of (5.82) can be bounded by

#1 # 2 D2  D2  82 (S T ) (CfR)4(#1 + f 2)

RC f 1 + f# 2  F f# + 2n 4Ff#2 D3  (5.85)

< (E [TE] - Ts - ry) CfR - 1 .

This leads to an upper bound for the practical frame length where

2F(f#1 + #l2) (E [T ] - Ts - rp) - 1

(5.86)

2 (E[T] - TS - Ty) F 1) e3RC

W-1 22/3

3 #2(+ #2)

F#1f+#2 ( 4Ff#2

Table 5-8: TPFI upper and lower bounds for the maximum frame size.

The upper and lower bounds for the maximum frame size are plotted in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-17: TPFI practical frame length: upper and lower bounds.

5.3 Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving
(TPFI): FEC corrects IF burst errors

In Section 5.2, we assumed that frames are of finite length, thus perfect interleaving cannot be

achieved. In addition, we assumed that up to one burst error can be corrected with FEC. In this

section, we assume that FEC can correct up to F burst errors per frame. In general, we pick F greater

than the expected number of bursts in one frame. If a frame experiences more than F burst errors

during transmission, the frame is uncorrectable and must be discarded. We assume that interleaving is

performed across a single frame rather than across multiple frames, since the reason for having frames

is for retransmission purposes, thus the maximum number of burst errors that can be corrected per

frame is correlated with the frame length.
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5.3.1 Error Probabilities

In this section, we define the two error probabilities: Pr, the probability of an erroneous frame and Or,

the probability of a failed initial transmission. Let D be the number of message bits per frame and L,

be the total number of bits per frame as defined in Section 5.2.1. The probability of an erroneous

frame is the probability of more than F outage periods in a frame time where

Pr = 1 - P(i bursts) - P(F bursts|So = non-outage)P(So = non-outage)

i=O (5.89)

r-1{#1lLj)i (Lj r

1 \ R fl2 13\ R )
=1- R e R .1LI

i! fll +2 F!
i=O

The expression for Or follows from (5.55) where

n-1

r k ([n(1+ A)]) (1 - P)W1(1+A)j-k (5.90)

k=0

5.3.2 Performance Optimization - Throughput

Let 77r be the expected TPFI throughput. The derivation of the expected throughput follows from

Section 5.1.2 where

D
77 (1Pr) -

(5.91)

R f# 1L

_1_\R__ 2 ) ID
=e R

i! 1+#fl 2  F! L
i=0

Substituting the expression of L, into (5.91) results in an expression for the expected

throughput as a function of the message size, D. The optimal frames length can be found by solving for

when the derivative of -qr with respect to D is zero.
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Let 1i* be the optimal throughput. In Figure 5-18, we show numerical solutions for the

maximum expected throughput for different values of r. We notice that as the number of correctable

burst errors increases, so does the optimal frame length and maximum expected throughput. This is to

be expected if we recognize that as the frame size increases, the expected number of bursts also

increases linearly with the frame size. With optimum coding, the same code rate should be able to

correct for the same fraction of burst error assuming the interleaver size is large enough. In fact, the

interleaver size does not have to be much bigger than the interarrival time of the bursts; perhaps of the

order of 1-3 times the interarrival times. Figure 5-18 shows that almost 100% of the achievable

throughput is attained when the frame size is -2 x the interarrival time of burst errors.

17 - TPFI Maximum Expected Throughput

0.994

X 3 # #

F
HO

HCRC

Hp

#l2
q

R

2 4 6 8 10
r -Number of correctable

12 14
burst errors

10 Gbits
320 bits
100 bits
70 bits
100/s
10 5 /s
10-4

10 Gbps

16 18 20

Figure 5-18: Maximum expected throughput vs. r (number of correctable burst errors).

Let Dr* be the length of the message at the optimal frame length. Let Lr* be the optimal

frame length. We conjecture that the expected number of burst errors and the number of correctable
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burst errors at the optimal frame length asymptotically approaches a constant zu with increasing r

where

(5.92)
lirn =I~l '

r-- oo Rr

Thus, we can approximate Lr* as a linear function of r where

Lr* =zuR
f#1

10 Lr* - TPFI Optimal Frame Length

Lr* = p
Tu

F = 10 Gbits

Ho = 320 bits
HCRC = 100 bits

Hp = 70 bits

fl = 100/s
f#2 = 10s/s

q = 10~4

R = 10 Gbps

z = 0.6

# Actual
----- Asymptotic Approximation

50 100

(5.93)
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Figure 5-19: TPFI optimal frame length vs. r (number of correctable burst errors).
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In Figure 5-19, we show numerical solutions for the optimal frame length and the asymptotic

expression seen in (5.93). For the parameters chosen, we observe that w = 0.6. The exact expression

for zu, however, requires further research.

Let r be the

practical frame length,

expected throughput E away from the optimal expected throughput. At the

S(1 -E)7r*

=e R

i=O

(5.94)

f#1 + P2

L r -TPFI Practical Frame Length
9

10

10 
8

U 10

W 10

10 1
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

E - Relaxation away from optimum
0.2

Figure 5-20: TPFI practical frame length vs. E.
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Let LEJ be the practical frame length. We numerically solve (5.94) for LEr. The practical frame length

plotted against epsilon is shown in Figure 5-20. We conjecture that the expected number of burst

errors and the number of correctable burst errors at the practical frame length also asymptotically

approaches a constant # with increasing F. Thus, we can approximate LEr as a linear function of f

where

r ~ R (5.95)
LE -. fI.

In Figure 5-21, we plot the practical frame length against the number of correctable burst

errors for a fixed e. We also plot the asymptotic approximation of L for f = 0.9 in Figure 5-21. The

exact expression for f, requires further research.

10 LEr - TPFI Practical Frame Length
10

Ile F = 10 Gbits92
10 Ho = 320 bits

a HCRC = 100bits
Ix H p = 70 bits

= 100/s
2 = 10 5 /sj
q = 10-4

10, R = 10 Gbps
E = 0.1

x f = 0.9

0 Actual
----- Asymptotic Approximation

10 -
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

IF -Number of correctable burst errors

Figure 5-21: TPFI practical frame length vs. r (number of correctable burst errors).
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5.3.3 Performance Optimization - Delay

Let E[Tr] be the total expected delay. The derivation for E[Tr] follows from Section 5.1.3. The

expected total delay for no setup and propagation delay in given (5.96). The expected total delay for

nonzero setup and propagation delay in given in (5.97).

Table 5-9: TPFI (FEC corrects for r burst errors) total expected delay for no setup and propagation delay.

Ts 0 and T, * 0

=r~ (In(1 + IP)] (-p)n-pr[n(l+A)]fl+i
\ n -i

Prn\n ([(+ A)])(1 - Pr)Prin+A = Prn(+A)J (5.97)

[n(1+ A)] + T + + E=-1 PriznE[Tr]
E [Tr] = 1

Table 5-10: TPFI (FEC corrects for F burst errors) total expected delay for nonzero setup and propagation delay.

Let E[X1 ] be the expected number of outstanding erroneous frames after the initial session

where

n-1

E[X1 ] = (n - k) ([n(+ A) (1 - Pr)kp[n(1+A)j-k

k=O

The expected total delay can be approximated as in (5.26). In RFPI, however,

introduces an additional frame delay where

E[Tr] ~n(1+A) L+s+TP+L+Or(E[X] ,+rs+rp+ L,).

(5.98)

interleaving

(5.99)

We note that the approximations made in (5.99) hold only if the probability that a new session

is needed for frame retransmissions is small. Substituting the expression for L, in (5.52), the expression

for n as a function of D, the expression for 6 r in (5.90), and the expression for E[X1 ] in (5.98) into
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(5.99) results in an expression for the expected total delay as a function of the message length, D. Let

E [T] be the delay E away from the optimal expected delay where

E[T] = (1 + E)E[Tr*]

n(1 + A) -+s+rp+ +Or E[X1] +rs+r- .

(5.100)

L r - TPFI Practical Frame Length
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r.~ 7
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0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14
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= 3 burst errors

= 4 burst errors
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Figure 5-22: TPFI practical frame length with different values of F.

We numerically solve (5.100) for LE . The practical frame length plotted against epsilon is

shown in Figure 5-22. The determination of the best frame size is important for OFS. On the one hand

we want the frame size to be big to minimize the overhead of segmentation and reassembly. On the

other hand we want the frame size not to be too large so that the interleaver size is too big and

requires too much memory and when frame retransmission is needed, the frame size is not too large
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and require a large transmission time. From the result of the last two chapters, the best choice of

frame size is around 108 bits for the system parameters indicated.
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Chapter 6

6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary of Results

In this section, we summarize the throughput and delay results for the four example OFS protocols

presented in this work. Table 6-1 summarizes the expected throughput and delay expressions for STP,

STPI, TPF, and TPFI.

Throughput
STP F #2 -p

(Section 4.1) W #1 + 62
STPI gF > max (1- -NE(U)

(Section 4.2) ~os< c N

TPF _ D #2 -l

(Section 5.1) L ~fl + f 2 R

TPFI
(Section 5.2) _D eL 1+ #2 #L

FEC corrects for 1 burst L, \ #1 + f#2 R/
error

TPFI /r-1 (ft1 L1 \t  f rL

(Section 5.3) _ 1 \- R) R2 R
FEC corrects for F burst 'r f- + Rl 2 P

errors __=_

Delay

STP / W f1 + #2 p
(Section 4.1) E[T] = (Ts +1) 1 f 2 2 eliR

STPI s +
(Section 4.2) E[:] 5 mc - 2-NE(U)

TPF [n(1 + A)]J + Ts + ry + Z=~11 pgEi[T]E ~u [T] 1 - = PNE(

(Section 5.1) E[T] =Pn\n

TPFI
(Section 5.2) [n(1 + A)J + -is + + -I-ipI\fEi[TI]

FEC corrects for 1 burst E[T] =

error
TPFI

(Section 5.3) [n(1 + A)]-L- + rs + r+ Ej=PrI Ei[Tr]
FEC corrects for F burst E[Tr] = _ Prn- n

errors

Table 6-1: Summary of throughput and delay expressions for STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFL.
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In Figure 6-1, we plot the expected throughput for STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI.

Expected Throughput

o STP
o STPI

TPF

TPFI:
TPFl:

F
F

TPFI: F

1
2

3
F

TPF: F = 4
HO

TPFl: F = 5 HCRC

Hp

1

#2

q
R

05 106 10

1 Gbit
320 bits
100 bits
70 bits
100/s
10 5/s
10-4
10 Gbps

108 109 1010
Frame length

Figure 6-1: STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI expected throughput vs. frame length. For STP, the frame
length is the entire file plus overhead - W (Section 4.1). For STPI, the frame length is the entire
file plus overhead - N (Section 4.2). For TPI and TPFI the frame lengths are L (Section 5.1) and L,
(Section 5.2) respectively.
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In Figure 6-2, we plot the expected throughput for STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI as in Figure 6-1, but

with a rescaled axes.

Expected Throughput

0.993

0.9925

0.992

" 0.9915

-o

I 0.991

0.9905

0.99 L

10 10910 106 108

Frame length

Figure 6-2: STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI expected throughput vs. frame length with rescaled axes.
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In, Figure 6-3, we plot the normalized expected total delay for STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI: A

where

R (5.101)
A = - E[delay].

F

Normalized Expected Delay
10

0 STP
O STPI

4 ---- TPF

0 - -TPFl: =1 F = 1 Gbit
TPFI: I = 2 Ho = 320 bits it

---- TPFl: F = 3 HCRC 100 bits
1 TPF:=4 Hp = 70 bits

- TflP = 100/s
-2 = 101/s
q =10-4

E 102 R= 10 Gbps
Ts =0.1 s
T =50 ms *

10

10
105  106 107  108 109

Frame length

Figure 6-3: STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI normalized expected delay vs. frame length. For STP, the
frame length is the entire file plus overhead - W (Section 4.1). For STPI, the frame length is the
entire file plus overhead - N (Section 4.2). For TPI and TPFI the frame lengths are L (Section 5.1)
and L, (Section 5.2) respectively.
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In Figure 6-4, we plot the normalized expected delay for STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI as in Figure

6-3, but with a rescaled axes.
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Figure 6-4: STP, STPI, TPF, and TPFI normalized expected delay vs. frame length with rescaled axes.
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Table 6-2 summarizes the expressions for the optimum frame length for TPF and TPFI. Table

6-3 summarizes the expressions for the practical frame length for TPF and TPFI with respect to

throughput.

Optimum Frame Length with respect to Throughput

TPF 1 H + CqHp CqR 1/ H
(Section 5.1) I(H_+_CyHp) 4 + +KHp +-2

Lj*

b 1 (2b3 - 9abc + 27a 2 d + V(2b3 - 9abc + 27a 2 d) 2 - 4(b 2 - 3ac)3)
3aC 3aC 42\

TPFI - 3aC~ 3j~ (2b3 -9abc+±27azd - (2b3 - 9abc + 27a2 d)2 - 4(b2 - 3ac)3) + - + H

(Section 5.2) where
FEC corrects a 2

for 1 burst a 1 +#2
error b = f1 ( 2 (Cf R - 2#l 1(H + Cf Hp)) - C R)

C = (H + Cf H p)f1 ( 2 (2Cf R -fl1(H + Cf Hp)) - C R)
(f 2/3+(Hl+

d=(H +CfHp)CR CgR +21 (H + Cf H p

TPFI
(Section 5.3) zuR
FEC corrects Lr* - f
for F burst

errors

Table 6-2: Summary of the optimal frame length expressions with respect to throughput for TPF and TPFL.

Practical Frame Length with respect to Throughput
TPF =R E R ( /Cq l

(Section 5.1) L l flE + fl1 2

TPFI -
(Section 5.2) R e #2 (1 - E)r77* R fl1 + #32
FEC corrects LI/3E 1 _ -- _

for 1 burst /1 [ C2 #1 /2

error
TPFI

(Section 5.3) fR
FEC corrects LE =-3

for r burst
errors

Table 6-3: Summary of the practical frame length expressions with respect to throughput for TPF and TPFI.
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Table 6-4 summarizes the expressions for the practical frame length for TPF and TPFI with

respect to delay.

Table 6-4: Summary of the practical frame length expressions with respect to delay for TPF and TPFI.

6.2 Conclusions

in this work, we designed a transport layer protocol for an OFS network. The objective of the protocol

design is to guarantee the reliable delivery of data files over an all-optical end-to-end flow-switched

network which is modeled as a burst-error channel. The OFS architecture is expected to serve large

transactions (>100 Mbits). Thus, in our analysis, we only considered the transmission of large data

files. Smaller file sizes are assumed to be transmitted via a data network with a TCP/IP architecture.

The main contribution of this work is to optimize the throughput and delay performance of OFS using
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file segmentation and reassembly, FEC, and frame retransmission. We find the optimum solutions are

typically very gentle functions of the key parameters such as frame size and additional retransmission

duration. Note also that we have not considered processing burden of the protocols in this thesis.

Nonetheless, we can conjecture that if the frame sizes are larger with fewer number of frames per file,

the segmentation and reassembly efforts will be smaller. Thus, we recommend choosing frame sizes

and retransmission durations such that the frame sizes are larger than optimum but only sacrifice less

than 10% of the throughput and delay performance.

Due to OFS session turn-on/turn-off transients and nonlinear effects in the fiber channel such

as optical amplifier gain coupling and nonlinear propagation effects in the fiber, burst errors may be

unavoidable even with the best compensation electronics. We modeled this channel as a Markov

channel with interarrival times for the outages (burst errors) given by the turn-on/turn-off session

times and outage durations given by the time the control electronics take to mitigate the transients.

At one extreme, we considered the Simple Transport Protocol (STP). In STP, an entire file is

transmitted as one large frame. Interleaving is not used. Here we assumed that FEC can only correct

for random errors but not the burst errors. In STP, the probability of an erroneous file is significant for

large file sizes for any given rate of arrival of outages. As a result, both throughput and delay

performance suffer with increasing file sizes. Thus, we conclude that STP is not well suited for OFS

transactions. Instead, we suggest the need of a coding scheme that can correct for burst errors.

At the other extreme, we considered the Simple Transport Protocol with Interleaving (STPI). In

STPI, interleaving is performed across the entire file at the channel input. We assumed that

interleaving allows the channel noise affecting successive symbols in a codeword to be essentially

independent [21]. This is a good assumption when the interleaver duration is longer than -10 times

the burst length. In order to reduce the average probability of error over the interleaved duration we

will choose the frame size to be large to achieve a lower average error rate. However, after 1-3

interarrival times of the outages, the average error rate is close to an asymptote and there is little to be

gained. In STPI, FEC is designed to correct for both random errors and burst errors. We invoke

standard results in information theory to note that with increasing files sizes and thus code length, the
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probability of an erroneous file can be made arbitrarily small [20]3. Thus, we found that STPI resulted

in throughput close to the highest throughput and highest theoretical average delay performance

compared with the other transport protocols considered in this work, though this is due to the artifact

that we let the code length become the size of the file. The error correcting code in this scheme with

long code lengths has the effect of making the probability of having to perform a retransmission by

setting up a new session to be very small and thus contribute little addition to the average delay or

reduction of throughput. In practice it is dubious that code lengths of >108 has implementable

decoding algorithms due to their complexity.

Interleaving across an entire file as in STPI, is impractical if the file size is very large. STPI may

result in large processing delays and huge hardware burden associated with interleaving and coding

over a large file. Thus, we propose the use of framing to allow for segments of a file to be processed as

the file is being received. In this work, we considered two practical transport layer protocols in

between the two extremes of STP and STPI: the Transport Protocol with Framing (TPF) and the

Transport Protocol with Framing and Interleaving (TPFI) which have smaller code lengths equal to one

frame size.

In TPF and TPFI, a large file is segmented into frames at the transmitter and reassembled at the

receiver. In TPF, interleaving is not performed at the channel input. Thus, as in STP, we assume that

FEC can only be used to correct for random errors. TPF corrects for burst errors via requesting for

retransmission by the sender. TPF, however, can be made to have a superior throughput and delay

performance compared with STP, due to a less severe performance penalty when a file is received in

error. This happens only when the frame size is small so the probability of having an outage in each

frame is also small. In this region, TPF is better, because when there is an outage, the fraction of bits in

error for each frame is large and it makes more sense to ask for retransmission than code over the

errors which has low code rate and thus an inefficient code. In TPF, only erroneous frames require

retransmission while in STP, an entire file requires retransmission in the event of a burst error. In

3 In practice, code lengths with implementable decoders are limited by hardware complexity and thus results in
this thesis should only be used as bounds on performance though we believe practical systems can be designed to
come close to these limits.
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addition, in TPF, users have the option to reserve an additional time per session for the retransmission

of erroneous frames and avoid large setup delays associated with new session requests.

In TPF, we found that the optimal frame length that maximizes throughput is small (< 1 Mbit).

The same is true for the optimal frame length that minimizes delay. Segmenting a file into frames of

the optimal frame length may result in a large segmentation and reassembly overhead for large files.

For example, a 100 Gbit file would require the segmentation and reassembly of over ten-thousand

frames. Thus, we want to design a protocol that can use larger frames. In our analysis, we found the

practical frame length at which a user can segment a file in exchange for a small performance penalty

(-10%). That frame size is of the order of 108 bits for typical OFS network parameters.

In TPFI, a frame is interleaved at the channel input as in STPI. In TPFI, however, we assumed

that practical interleaving and code length limit the depth of the interleaver. Thus, ideal interleaving is

not possible but after a duration of about 1-3 outage interarrival times, further interleaving will have

little more gains. In TPFI, interleaving combined with FEC decreases the probability that a frame is

received in error. We found that the throughput and delay performance of TPFI is better than that of

TPF for large frame sizes. In addition, both the optimum frame length and practical frame length is

larger in TPFI than in TPF. Thus, interleaving combined with FEC allows a file to be segmented into

larger frames without a significant decrease in throughput or delay performance. We also do not want

the frame size to be too large as in STPI since we want to limit the amount of channel resources used

for retransmission. Typically the choice of parameters to optimize throughput and delays are different.

For the protocol that optimizes delay, we find that the protocol favors reserving an additional duration

per OFS session for frame retransmissions, minimizing the delay due to another setup time (including

waiting time of the flow sequence).

In this work, we considered the possibility of interleaving combined with FEC to correct for

burst errors. Interleaving and FEC increase both OFS throughput and delay performance and enable a

file to be segmented into large frames (>100 Mbits). STPI has the best average delay performance in

the region of interest but when retransmission is needed (not a typical case and occurs with low

probability) the extra network resources needed equals to that of an entire transaction with a

correspondingly large transmission delay. Thus, TPFI is the protocol of choice when higher order
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statistics of the delay is important. Also when the file size is very large, interleaving and coding of the

whole file will become unwieldy and require a large interleaver which is impractical.

Finally, in this thesis we have not considered the processing burden of the transport layer

protocol. When the overhead processing and retransmission protocol execution is taken into account,

the optimum strategy will favor large frames even more.
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Appendix A

A Derivations for Equations in Chapter 5
A.1 Derivation of (5.21)

Let rs be the expected setup delay, r1, be the roundtrip propagation delay, and p be the probability of

an erroneous frame. Let F bet the length of the file in bits, L be the frame length, and D be the

number of message bits per frame. Let Pk\x be the probability that k outstanding frames remain after

session termination out of x initial frames sent. Let Ex[T] be the total expected delay (including

retransmissions) to receive x frames without error. We derive (5.21) by induction on x where

k X - xkk (A.2)
Pk\x =" J P

(A.3)
P1\1 = ()(1 - P)P = P

L
E1I[T] = + p1\1El[T]

L

P1\2 = (D (1 - p)jpj = 2(1 - p)p

P2\2 = () (1 - P) = p2
X = 2:

(A.4)

(A.5)
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L
E2[T] = 2 + p1\2 E1 [T] + p2\ 2 E2 [T]

E2 [T] = (A.6)

LRn - 1 (A.7)
X =n - 1: En_1[T]

L
En[T] = n + p1\nE1[T] + + pn_1\nEn_1[T]

+ pn\n En[T]

L L 1 L(n-1)
= n + Pl\n _ + +Pn_1\n ( 1_ + pan\En[T]

X =n: L n - n(1 - p) -nPn\n (A.8)

R 1 - p

L n
R- (p \)

Ln

R 1 - p'

A.2 Derivation of (5.22)

rs# 0 and y* 0

Pi\n = ([n(1 + A)]) (1 _ )n-ipln(l+A)j-n+i
n - i

Pn\n = ([n(0+ A)]) (1 p)op[ln(1+A)J = pLn(1+A) (A.9)

En[]=[n(1 + A)] 7T+ Ts + rp +j=1 pignEi[T]
E[T] =Pn\n

Let Ts be the expected setup delay, rp be the roundtrip propagation delay, and p be the probability of

an erroneous frame. Let F bet the length of the file in bits, L be the frame length, and D be the

number of message bits per frame. Let pk\Xbe the probability that k outstanding frames remain after

session termination out of x initial frames sent. Let Ex[T] be the total expected delay (including

retransmissions) to receive x frames without error. We derive (5.22) by induction on x where
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Pk\x ~ ([x(1 + A)]) x-k Ptxt1+A)I-x+k
x - k )

pl\l = [+ j)(_ pt1p~+Aj pt1+Aj
0

L
E1[T] =- ([1 + A]) + Ts + ry +R

L
([1 +A]) + rs + TP

1 - p1\1

pl\1El [T]

(A.12)

L
([1 +Aj) + Ts + ry

1 - p 1+Aj

P1\2 = ([2(1 + A)]) (1-)t2(1+A)-1

= [2(1 + A)](1 - p)p[2(1+A)-1

P2\2 ([2(1 + A)]) (1 _ p)Op[2(1+A)j pt2(1+A)j

E2 [T] = [2(1
L

+ A)] + rs + -y + pl\2El[T] + p2 \ 2 E2 [T]
R

[2(1 + A)] + r, + rp + p1\ 2 EI[T]

1 P2\2

L

[2(1 + A)] + rs + ry + [2(1 + A)](1 - p)pR2(1+A - ([l +A]) +r +
12(l - pt2(1+[

1 - P[2(i+Ai)]
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(A.10)

(A.11)

X = 2:
(A.13)

(A.14)



Pk\n = ([n( +A)] (1 _ p)n-kp[n(l+A)j-n+k
n - k

Pn\n = ( 0il1+ A)]) (1 _ p)optx(1+A)J = ptx(1+A)J

L
[n(1 + n+ ns + ry + Z i nEi[T]

1-pnyn

1 (L
1 - p [n(1 + A)] R + s + r-,

L

R+ I [i(1

i=1, n>1

+ pj\i (+
j=1, i>1

(A.16)
Pk\j

1,- Pk\k
k~,j>l

1 (L ++A]L
- [n( + A)] - +-+ T +p )(i1+)- + T

Pn\n ( R R

+ -) + -is

L
+ T ) Pi~\ i1

+ pi j=

+ r, Pi

i-1

+ 'ryP in P~

1 iij=j1 -p~

j-1

____ _ Pk\ +1 jj - Pk\k
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En[T] =

(A.15)

Ts + TP) 1

-.
n-1

+ I [i(1

i=2

n-1

+ I [i(1



A.3 Derivation of E[X1J

Let n be the total number of frames, p be the probability of an erroneous frame, 0 be the probability of

a failed initial transmission and A be maximum fraction of retransmission frames to total frames sent.

n-1

E [X1 ] = (n - k) (n( A (1 _ p)k p[n(1+A)J-k

k=O

1n"-1 (x-
(n - x)e~ za2 dx

ad -oo (A.17)

1 f n-1 _-)2

= nO 1 - xe 22 dx

2 n-1
=ni9(1 - (1 + A)(1 - p)) + -e 2a2

7r

where

y = n(1 + A)(1 - p)

a2 = np(1 - p)(1 + A). (A.18)
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